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ABSTRACT 
This research proposes a new signal representation based an multiscale zero-crossings 
of the signal. It is shown that the original signal is uniquely characterized by its zero-
crossing representation. The representation is insensitive to translation of the input 
signal. In this approach, the zero-crossing information is supplemented with the first 
moment of the signal to stabilize the representation. This technique, initially suggested 
by otiiers for wavelet transform zero-crossings, results in a method for reconstructing 
the original signal from its multiscale zero-crossings. The signal recovery algorithm is 
fast and efficient, and suggests completeness of the representation. The representation 
has been successfully applied to the classification of ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation 
signals from of welds, multiresolution reconstruction of images and unsupervised signal 
donoising. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Signal Representation 
Signals are usually transformed appropriately for better representation and ease of 
analysis. For example. Fourier and wavelet transformations are routinely used as signal 
analysis tools. Similarly, in many situations it is desirable to extract pertinent features 
from data to obtain an intermediate representation that allows signal processing algo­
rithms to be more effective and offer greater computational efficiency. For instance, in 
image analysis and pattern recognition, semantic features such as edges, corners and 
textures are considered useful for signal representation. Primitive characteristics of the 
signal, such as discontinuities, extrema and local statistical properties etc. are also often 
used for signal representation. It is therefore logical to examine such representations of 
the signal as an intermediate step in the analysis of the original signal. 
Properties of a Signal Representation 
.A. representation is usually designed to serve as the signature of the signal and should, 
therefore, contain all the necessary information for interpreting the original signal. Ad­
ditionally. the representation should organize and manifest information in a manner that 
is beneficial for signal manipulation in the intended application. Sometimes the repre­
sentation may result in a larger data set than the signal [24] itself to enable improved 
analysis. However, the representation should, as far as possible, be concise and void of 
9 
any redundancies. 
-Another important attribute of a signal representation is invertibility. One should be 
able to reconstruct the original signal from its intermediate representation. This implies 
one-to-one mapping between the signal and the representation, i.e. the representation 
should be unique and complete for a given signal. The stability of the representation is 
also a concern. By stability we mean that a small perturbation in the original introduces 
a correspondingly small change in the representation. 
W'e describe a new signal representation in this work based on multiscale zero-
crossings of the signal. We show that the representation is unique for the class of 
signals of interest. The representation is stabilized by supplementing the zero-crossing 
information with the first moment of the signal between zero-crossings. This allows us to 
reconstruct the signal from its zero-crossing representation using an iterative algorithm. 
We show that the reconstruction is fast, accurate and robust, suggesting completeness 
of the representation. 
Multiresolution Representation of a Signal 
W'o now elaborate on the significance of multiresolution property- of the zero-crossing 
representation in some detail. In the past two decades, multiresolution decomposition of 
signals have found applications in a variety of signal processing disciplines. Some of these 
aroa.s include signal compression [9. 71], signal detection [68. 32. 17]. signal classification 
and characterization [25. 2. 5], pattern recognition [11, 63], signal denoising [16, 15] and 
computer vision [24. 37, 41. 38, 45], to name a few. For example in signal and pattern 
recognition, if size of the expected feature is not known a priori, multiscale analysis is a 
logical approach. Similarly, coarse-to-fine resolution analysis is adopted in many signal 
characterization [25] scenarios recognizing that a computation-accuracy trade-off exists. 
Multiresolution decomposition of signals is used extensively in computer vision. The 
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use of such techniques is motivated by physiological as well as psychological evidence 
that retinal images are analyzed in the human brain by decomposing the data into sev­
eral multiresolution bins [7]. Mallat [37] gives an overview of research in determining the 
process of multiresolution decomposition of signals. He argues that such a decomposition 
is carried out in the human visual cortex and uses previous experimental results to sup­
port this conjecture. Experiments by Cambell and Robson [7] indicate that the human 
visual system decomposes images using independent, linear passband filters. Georgen-
soii [18] and Xachmais [51] show that bandwidth of these filters is around one octave. 
It has also been suggested [58, 47, 53] that human beings represent images through cor­
tical extraction of zero-crossings. These arguments affirm that the signal representation 
suggested in this thesis provide a viable means for signal characterization/recognition 
and computer vision problems. 
Zero-Crossing Representation of a Signal and its Applications 
The analysis of zero-crossings of time series signals itself has found application in 
a \arioty of areas. There is an obvious relation between oscillation and zero-crossings 
of a signal. This relation has been explored for spectral analysis using zero-crossings 
[29. 65]. Zero-crossing count and filtered zero-crossing count, known as higher order 
crossings (HOC), for a time series have been shown to be directly related to correlation 
and statistical properties of a signal [3, 31]. Zero-crossing processing has also been used 
for the detection of frequency modulated signals in communication systems [57]. 
Conventional methods of zero-crossing extraction for signal processing have been 
confined mainly to scale-space settings, where zero-crossings of a signal convolved with 
the Laplacian of a Gaussian mark multiscale edges. The zero-crossing representation 
presented here does not specify features such as edges or extrema of the signal. Instead 
it indicates the primitive information associated with sign changes in the original signal. 
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Tlie representation is unique, stable and independent. The wavelet transform is utilized 
for mukiscale decomposition of the signal, which (in its conventional form) varies with 
the shift of the input signal. However, the representation can be made independent of the 
signal translation using an averaging technique suggested in this work. Additionally, the 
representation is designed to provide an efficient and inexpensive method for recovering 
the original signal from its multiresolution zero-crossings. 
Structure of the Dissertation 
In the next chapter, we present a brief review of previous work related to zero-
crossing representation and signal reconstruction from zero-crossings. Chapter 3 con­
tains a description of the theor\- underh'ing the proposed zero-crossing representation 
and its significant properties. Chapter 4 explains the method of projection on convex 
.sots adapted for the reconstruction of signals from its zero-crossing representation. .A. 
clpscriptiou of basis average approach that results in shift-invariance of the zero-crossing 
represoiitation and provides improved accuracy in the reconstruction algorithm is pre­
sented in chapter 5. The proposed signal representation can be applied to a variety of 
signal processing problems. Results obtained from some such applications are presented 
in chapter 6. Finally, the last chapter concludes the dissertation with a summary of 
results and contributions of this work. 
o 
CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE 
SURVEY 
The study of signal zero-crossings has been an active area of study in mathematics 
and engineering for a long time. As early as in the late 40s. it was shown that zero-
crossing of speech signals (hard clipped speech) retains most of the intelligibility of the 
original signal [44. 50]. We present below a review of previous research in some of 
the better-known applications of zero-crossing analysis, and the work done relating to 
reconstruction from zero-crossing information. 
Zero-Crossing Processing for Time-Series Analysis 
Tlie relationship between zero-crossings and the spectral content of a signal is easy 
to visualize. This relation has been investigated extensively in literature [29. 27. 65]. 
Keciein [28] provides a detailed survey of zero-crossing processing for spectral estimation 
and otlier related applications. Kedem has also studied the connection between local 
statistics of zero-crossings and filtering for time series analysis. This work [3. 30. 31] 
shows that zero-crossing count and filtered zero-crossing count, also known as higher 
order- crossings or HOC for short, can be used for estimating correlation properties, 
computing statistical parameters, frequency estimation, signal detection and discrimi­
nation. and model prediction. For example, for stationary' Gaussian process, the first 
order autocorrelation function, p^, can be computed from the zero-crossing count using 
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an explicit relation, known as the cosine foTTnula[29\. 
= cos (f^) (2.1, 
where D  is the number of zero-crossings and N  is the size of the time series. 
Zero-Crossings in Modulation Theory 
.A. considerable amount of work has been done on zero-crossing analysis for modula­
tion theory in communication systems, \belcker [69] has studied how modulation can 
be viewed as a zero-crossing extraction process. He has shown that for angle modulated 
signals, the zero-crossing information is equivalent to knowledge of the baseband signal 
itself. There have also been attempts to identify modulation type as well as demodula­
tion of frequency modulated signals from zero-crossings [23. 56. 57]. 
Perhaps the best-known result for the characterization and reconstruction of signals 
from zero-crossings is due to Logan [35]. Logan's theorem states that a bandpass signal 
of bandwidth no more than one octave wide, is uniquely defined (within a multiplicative 
constant) by its zero-crossings if it does not share any zeros with its Hilbert transform 
other than real and simple ones. Logan derived this result by analytically extending 
the signal and using standard properties of zeros of analytic functions. The approach 
is known to be unstable and therefore results in a signal characterization that is not 
stable. Logan realized this problem [35] and mentions that where zero-crossings define 
the signals for this class of signals, the recovery- of the original signal from the zero-
crossings is difficult and impractical. Logan's theorem is important from the point 
of view of zero-crossing representation described in this dissertation since the type of 
signals we are interested in. can be approximated by the class of signals designed by 
Logan. Chapter 3 describes additional connections between Logan's theorem and the 
zero-crossing representation proposed in this work. 
Scale-Space and Wavelet Transform Zero-Crossings 
Signal reconstruction from its multiscale zero-crossings in scale-space has been in­
vestigated earlier. Zero-crossings in scale-space represent the sharp variations (edges) 
of the original signal at multiple resolutions. The scale-space representation from zero-
crossings was first developed by Marr' and Hildrith [45. 46]and later refined by Witkin 
[7-3]. Let G (a. x) denote a Gaussian with scale parameter a. Consider the convolution 
o f  a  s i g n a l  /  ( x )  w i t h  t h e  L a p l a c i a n  o f  a  G a u s s i a n  A G  ( c r . x ) .  
The domain ( c r . x )  E  (R"^ x R) is called the scale-space and v  ( c r . x )  is known as the 
scalc-space decomposition of / (x) [73]. Thus, the scale-space decomposition of a signal 
is the Laplacian of the function smoothed by a Gaussian parameterized by the variable 
(T. a parameterizes the degree of smoothing at a particular scale. The zero-crossings of 
r (a. x) mark the points of sharp changes in the original signal / (x). 
Mallat [39. 40. 43]. formulated the scale-space decomposition in a wavelet transform 
framework. Mallat utilized a specialized wavelet, t^'(x), in place of the Gaussian kernel 
t o  o b t a i n  a n  e d g e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  a t  m u l t i p l e  s c a l e s  o f  r e s o l u t i o n .  L e t  0  ( x )  
bo a smoothing function. Then for the wavelet. 
we obtain the transformation [43], 
c  ( a .  x )  =  A G  ( c r ,  x )  *  f  ( x )  (2.2) 
^ ^ ' s f ( ^ )  =  f * V , ( x )  (2.3) 
s' 
'Marr terms the scale-space representation as the primal sketch of the signal. 
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where 0,, (x) = ^ 6  { x / s )  denotes dilation of the function 0  { x ) .  Above equation is equiva­
lent to Marr's scale-space decomposition if 9 (x) is a Gaussian. The resolution parameter, 
v. in Equation 2.3 takes values in powers of 2. 
Marr and Hildrith [45] conjectured that a signal can be perfectly reconstructed from 
its scale-space representation. Mallat et al. [39. 40. 43] refined this proposition: they 
conjecture that a signal can be reconstructed from the location of zero-crossings (or 
modulus ma.\ima or extrema) of its wavelet transform at different scales together with 
the integral of the transform between two consecutive zero-crossings (or the value of 
wavelet transform coefficients at these locations). This conjecture has been disproved 
independently by Meyer [49] and Berman et al. [4]. Despite the non-uniqueness of 
-Mallat"s representation, it enjoys certain advantages over Marr's approach. Marr and 
Hikiritli do not make use of orthogonality or completeness of the representation of the 
original signal at different scales: this, on the other hand, is built into wavelet transform 
lia-sc'd methods. Orthogonality in transformation can. for example, help in decorrelating 
noise from the signal. Without completeness, one cannot hope to reconstruct an approx­
imation to the original signal from edge (zero-crossing) information alone. .\s a result 
Mallat s reconstruction algorithm produces good results, in contrast to the method pro­
posed by Marr et al. which does not provide an explicit reconstruction scheme. We use a 
modification of Mallat's signal recovery algorithm in this dissertation for reconstructing 
the original signal from its zero-crossing representation. 
Reconstruction from Signal Zero-Crossings 
The reconstruction of a signal from its zero-crossings has been investigated for both 
time-domain and scale-space representation of the signal. We present a brief sur\'ey of 
well-known techniques for signal recovery from zero-crossings. Some of this analysis has 
been borrowed from reviews provided by Hummel and Moniot [24], and Zhong [77]. 
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Polynomial Assumption 
More complex mathematical results can be obtained if the input signal is assumed 
to be a polynomial. When f (x) is polynomial in x € . its scale-space decomposition. 
c [a. x). is also a polynomial in (a. x) € (R"^. )- It has been shown in algebraic geom­
etry that the polynomial v (a. x) is irreducible when / (x) is an irreducible polynomial. 
A proof of this result, given by Mumford. is reproduced in [24]. Related proofs are 
supplied by Huang and Sanz [61]. and Curtis. Oppenheim and Lim [13]. .Another result 
for completeness of scale-space signal with polynomial assumption is given by Yuille and 
Peggie [76]. Curtis. Shitz and Oppenheim [14] have extended these results to the case 
when / (x) is a bandlimited function which is irreducible as an entire function. Their 
results are likewise of an algebraic geometry nature. 
.A.11 of the above results depend heavily on the polynomial assumption of the data. 
It is obvious that there are many different functions, even smooth functions, that have 
identical zero-crossings. Interestingly, the completeness in the case of polynomial data 
applies equally well to the scale-space function v{a,x) as well as to the original data 
function / (x). That is. the polynomial / (x) is determined by its zero-crossings, provided 
it is irreducible as a polynomial, or the scale-space function v (cr.x) is determined by its 
zero-crossings, provided it is irreducible. However, this determination does not imply a 
stable reconstruction. Since the characterization of a polynomial by its zero-crossings 
is an analytic continuation result, the stability of reconstruction is not likely [24]. In 
addition, the polynomial assumption is too restrictive. 
In sunmiary. based on certain restrictions on the signals, the zero-crossings for a 
polynomial form a complete representation. The representation, however, is unstable. 
Small perturbations in representation could result in arbitrarily large errors in the de­
termination of the signal. In other words, considerably different signals may have nearly-
identical zero-crossing representations [24]. 
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Based on these completeness results under constraints, there have been numerous 
attempts to reconstruct original data from zero-crossing information. We review some 
of the better-known algorithms for signal recovery* from zero-crossings below. 
Curtis and Oppenheim 
Curtis and Oppenheim [12] present an algorithm for reconstructing a bandlimited 
image from its level-crossings. In their formulation. Curtis and Oppenheim record the 
locations {x. y) where the bandlimited image / (x. y) crosses zero (or a given threshold). 
First, the discrete image / (x, y) is written as the inverse Fourier transform of its discrete 
Fourier transform F (u, r). 
 ^S 
ur=0 l-=0 
This function is interpolated to an entire bandlimited periodic function f  ( x . y ) .  
f  f j )  =  ^  ^  ^  F  [ u .  v )  
tl=0 L* = 0 
Let (x„. y„). n  = 1. 2. • • •. K  be the positions of the zero-crossings of / (x. y ) .  derived 
from the K equations. 
•V-l .v-i 
^ ^  F («. c) =0. n = 1. 2. • • -. A' 
u=0 i-=0 
If the mean value, /i. of / (x, y )  is not zero, then the equation F (0, 0) = is 
also included. Otherwise, one more equation is needed, giving the position and value 
of J{x. y) at a single location where / is nonzero. Thus, we have K linear equations in 
the unknowns F{u, v). {u. v) ^ (0.0). where {u. u) ranges over the known (bandlimited) 
support of F. By using many more equations than unknowns, and computing a least 
squares solution, a reconstruction is obtained. However, in the examples given by Curtis 
and Oppenheim. the number of independent spectral components is verj- high. The 
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locations of some of these spectral components were chosen carefully, in advance, and 
the image was reconstructed by setting the rest of the Fourier coefficients to zero. 
By tiling the Fourier space (as Rotem and Zeevi do: see below) a general image is 
reconstructed by this method using the zero-crossings of multiple bandlimited images, 
each of which is obtained by filtering the original image. However, since a 256x256 
image contains 64K independent spectral components, it is not clear how many levels 
arc needed for obtaining an acceptable reconstruction. The solution of the simultaneous 
linear equations can be computationally intensive even for an image of moderate size. To 
reduce the computational complexity, a subset of the spectral components are used. The 
selection of the Fourier coefficients is done heuristically. In addition. Rotem and Zeevi 
do not define a signal representation: their goal is to find a method for reconstructing 
the signal from level crossings. 
Rotem and Zeevi 
Rotem and Zeevi [60] have attempted to extend Logan's theorem to two-dimensional 
data. They try to reconstruct an image from zero-crossings by applying the algorithm 
originally suggested by \belcker and Requicha [70]. The method starts by first decom­
posing the given image f(x.ij) into sums of images obtained by filtering the 
Fourier transform. F{u, v). Each has the property that its has spectral support of 
one octave or less in at least one of the two spectral dimensions. The low frequency 
components of F{u. v) are not used in the reconstruction procedure and stored as a part 
of the representation. Additionally, the reconstruction is carried out for only a low pass 
version of /. the first octave (frequencies in the upper half of the signal spectrum) is dis­
carded. For example, for a 256x256 image, where spectral frequencies range from -128 
to 127. only the frequency indices in the range -64 to 64 are selected for reconstruction, 
and the frequencies where both components u and v satisfy |u| < 8, |r| < 8. are stored 
separately, and excluded from the reconstruction. The remaining portion of the spectral 
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domain is decomposed into 19 regions, so that there are 19 images, /t, k  =  1,2. • • •. 19. 
Let fo{x.y) be the lowpass image (below frequency index 8), g{x, y) be the highpass 
image (containing spectral content above 64 in either u or f), then the signal f{x.y) can 
be represented bv. 
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/ = + (2-4) 
/t=i 
The original signal is recovered from s g n { f k ) ,  k  =  1.2, • • •. 19. Each f k  is a bandpass 
imago with frequency components less than an octave in at least one spectral direction. 
Either the columns or rows of fk are bandpass. If /t is bandlimited in the horizontal 
spectral direction, the reconstruction begins by finding individual rows that can be 
reconstructed from sign information along the rows. For a one-dimensional row 5. let 
Dp bo the bandpass filter such that 5 = Bp(S). For sgn(S). denote a bandpass filtering 
operation as. 
So = J5p{sgn(S)}. (2.5) 
thon S  is reconstructed using the recursion. 
= 5„+c[Bp{sgn(5)} - 5o] (2.6) 
where c is a positive constant. The algorithm is not guaranteed to converge. In the case 
of convergence. sgn(53c) = sgn(S). If Logan's uniqueness conditions are satisfied, this 
would imply that S.^ = AS. where .4 is some constant. After reconstructing a number 
of rows, within a multiplicative constant, the individual signals need to be scaled relative 
to other rows of fk- The scaling constant is estimated by reconstructing one-dimensional 
signals in the transverse direction, and ratios are computed to normalize the individual 
rows. Since, the vertical direction signals may not be bandlimited, Rotem and Zeevi 
suggest alternate methods for computing the scaling factor. Once each of the fk is 
reconstructed (within a multiplicative factor relative to the original image) using the 
algorithm described above, all the sub-images must be scaled relative to each other. 
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This scaling factor is approximated based on the assumption that the variance of each 
fk is known in advance. The final reconstructed image is obtained by combining each 
reconstructed fk{x,y), adding the stored fo{x.y), and omitting the highpass portion 
Rotem and Zeevi obtain Equation 2.6 by modifying an algorithm suggested b\' \bel-
cker and Rec{uicha [70]. This algorithm does not guarantee convergence. In general, the 
number of iterations required may be quite large (Rotem and ZeeW indicate that it may 
take up to 80 iterations to reconstruct each signal of fk). The constant c in Equation 
2.6 affects the convergence and it is not clear how this parameter should be chosen. 
Similarly, the method for scaling the individual rows (or columns) and subimages is ad 
hoc and may not work in general. Another short-coming of this method is that represen­
tation of the original image in Equation 2.4 can be fairly non-parsinionious. In addition, 
the signal reconstruction is intended for only a lowpass version of the original image and 
thus lacks finer details. The signal corresponding to the upper half of spectrum of the 
original signal is thrown away and not utilized in the reconstruction algorithm. 
Sanz and Huang 
Sanz and Huang [61] present a method for reconstructing a signal from zero-crossings 
of scale-space decomposition at four levels. First, four levels of scale-space function 
r(a,. X. y). i = 1. 2. 3. 4 of the initial image f{x. y) are obtained. 
v { a i .  X .  y )  = VG (a,, x .  y )  *  f  (x. y ) .  / = L 2, 3. 4 
The information stored for representation is the sign of scale-space decomposition, 
sgn ({ (cr,. X. y)). i = 1,2,3.4. The operator that transforms f{x.y) to ^r(cr,, x. y) is 
linear, and a pseudo-inverse is computed. This operator cannot recover ver\' low or very 
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high spectral components, and is given by 
f  y ^ s g n { f ( c r . .  J .  y ) }  
i=I 
The reconstruction is achieved through an iterative algorithm, initializing with. 5o = 
y))- The iteration proceeds such that for a given scale 5„. the next 
iteration is obtained by first computing the scale-space levels. t;„. of the estimate 
a n d  t h e n  m o d i f y i n g  v „  s o  t h a t  t h e  d a t a  h a v e  t h e  c o r r e c t  s i g n .  F i n a l l y  t h e  m o d i f i e d  v ^ s  
are summed and filtered to obtain the next estimate. 
This procedure is not guaranteed to converge. If it does converge, it will do so to 
an image whose scale-space decomposition has the same sign, on four specific levels, as 
the given data. In their experiments. Curtis and Huang obtained reconstruction results 
where 80% of the pixels "agreed" with the input image. However, the reconstruction 
while related to the original signal, has a rather stylized "impressionistic" appearance, 
and suffers from perceptual differences relative to the original images [24]. 
Hummel and Moniot 
Hummel and Moniot [24] also present a method that reconstructs an image from 
zero-crossings of the scale-space decomposition. The reconstruction involves recovery 
of the scale-space function u{ai, x. y) from the sign information of the decomposition. 
The reconstruction solution is obtained under two constraints: first, the sign informa­
tion. and second that it is a solution to the heat equation. The problem is posed as a 
minimization problem and solved using numerical methods such as the finite element 
approach. Hummel and Moniot claim to achieve a ver\- small equation error. 
The reconstructed signal evidently has good agreement with respect to zero-crossings 
of original and reconstruction signals. Major signal features are also reproduced reason­
ably well. Howe\ er. there are significant differences at the small scale details. While the 
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reconstruction from zero-crossing recovers some of the essential information about the 
signal, it is unstable v.ith respect to high frequency components [77. 24]. 
To stabilize the reconstruction from zero-crossings, Hummel and Moniot suggest sup­
plementing the zero-crossing information with gradient of the scale-space function along 
the zero-crossings. The gradient is included as an added constraint in the minimization 
problem. The supplemented zero-crossing representation results in stability of the recon­
struction. Convergence of the reconstruction algorithm has not been proven. However, 
numerical results show that it converges ver>- slowly. The reconstruction procedure is 
computationally expensive and requires recording zero-crossing information over a dense 
sequence of scales [43]. Hummel and Moniot give examples where the algorithm requires 
scale-space decomposition over 40 scales and involves about 6000 iteration, on average, 
to achieve respectable reconstruction. Further, the completeness of the representation 
based on scale-space zero-crossings claimed by Hummel and Moniot has been disproved 
[49. 4]. 
Mallat 
.Mallat [43] has developed a signal representation based on zero-crossings of the 
wavelet transform supplemented with the value of integral between zero-crossings. Mal­
lat also presents an algorithm that reconstructs the signal from this representation. The 
algorithm suggested by Mallat actually recovers the wavelet transform. The original 
signal is then reconstructed through the inverse wavelet transform. The input to the 
algorithm are the zero-crossings of wavelet transform together with the integral values 
between two consecutive zero-crossings. The output is a sequence of functions, one for 
each scale, which satisfy the following conditions: 
1. The sequence of functions is a wavelet transform of some function 
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2. Each sequence has the same zero-crossings and the integral between two consecu­
tive zero-crossings is the same as the original signal. 
Two subsets of sequences are defined based on these constraints, and the wavelet 
transform is reconstructed by making alternate projections on these sets. It has been 
shown [75] that these iterations are guaranteed to converge to a solution. There is no 
mathematical proof that this solution is the original signal. However, Mallat has conjec­
tured that the zero-crossing representation based on the supplemented zero-crossings of 
wavelet transform is complete. Numerical results show that the reconstruction is stable 
and the reconstructed signal is ver>' close to the actual signal. Zhong [77] later extended 
this approach to a representation using maxima of the wavelet transform. Signal repre­
sentation based on zero-crossings (or maxima) of the wavelet transform has been proven 
to be incomplete independently by Meyer [49] and Berman et al. [4]. Therefore Mallat's 
conjccture fails and the reconstruction algorithm can converge to any of the signals that 
satisfy the constraints given above. 
The work reported in this dissertation modifies the Mallat's zero-crossing represen­
tation and applies it to time-domain functions. The reconstruction algorithm has also 
been modified to adapt to the new signal representation. These modifications result in 
uniqueness (and possibly completeness) of the zero-crossings representation of a signal. 
The numerical results from reconstruction are observed to be equivalent if not superior 
to those obtained using reconstruction from wavelet transform zero-crossings. 
We start the next chapter with the theoretical description of the proposed zero-
crossing representation. 
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CHAPTER 3 THEORY OF MULTISCALE 
ZERO-CROSSING REPRESENTATION 
Assumptions and Notation 
We assume a discrete-time formulation of signals in our analysis. The work is aimed 
at DSP applications where we deal with sampled signals with finite resolution. However, 
wo assume that the signals are sampled sufficiently densely such that the original signal 
can be recovered. Thus, all signals under consideration belong to linear vector space 
. a finite subspace of discrete vector space (.o- such that. 
R-^' ^ {/: / =/(n) e R V n = 0.1} (3.1) 
Zero-Crossing Representation 
The representation of a signal based solely on the position of zero-crossings is highly 
unstable'. For a square integrable signal g{n), let r; —>• Z be a mapping to extract the set 
representing the positions of real valued zero-crossings of g{n). Then, one can build an 
arbitrarily large family of signals, fi{n). such that /, —)• Z, i.e. satisfying the condition, 
s g n  {/.(n)} = s g n  { g { n ) } , z = 1. 2, 3. • • •. oc 
In order to stabilize the ZCR, supplementary information about the signal, in addi­
tion to the zero-crossings locations, is required. One such information is the first moment 
'Stability here implies that a small change in original signal should cause small change in the 
representation. 
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of the signal between two consecutive zero-crossings [43]. 
Definition 1 - Zero-Crossing Representation(ZCR): For a sequence f{n) E . 
the zero-crossings representation is defined by two sets of parameters: 
( a )  T h e  s e t  Z of zero-crossings location given by, 
Z(/) = (n :/(n)-/(n + 1) < 0 V n = 0. 1. • • •. .V - 2} (3.2) 
( h )  F o r  k  €  " Z i f ) .  t h e  s u m  o f  s a m p l e s  o f  f { n )  b e t w e e n  z e r o - c r o s s i n g s  k  a n d  + 1 
qiven by. 
r k-TTik-i ^ 
S(/) = ^ f i n ) .  k e Z { f ) \  (3.3) 
where nik is the length of the segment associated with zero-crossing. 
Figure 3.1 is a graphical illustration of the zero-crossing representation. The ZCR of 
f{n) can be expressed by a generalized function zcr{f) having the same zero-crossings 
and integral sums between them as the original function f{n). The value of the function 
between two zero-crossings is calculated using the expression. 
:cri(/) = ^ (.3.4) 
rrik 
In practice, the position of each zero-crossing is determined by linear interpolation 
of two samples of opposite signs. This is done to reduce the spurious high frequency 
error introduced in the representation due to limited sampling of the input signal. The 
inclusion of first moment of the signal (Equation 3.3) results in a convex set in Hilbert 
space. This allows us to recover the original signal from its ZCR. Details of the signal 
recovery algorithm are presented in chapter 4. 
Convexity of the Zero-Crossing Representation 
Let r be the set of functions in having the same zero-crossing representation, i.e. 
r^ { / : Z ( / ) = z ,  S ( / ) = s .  (3.5) 
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zcr(f) 
m. 
Figure 3.1 Functional illustration of the zero-crossing representation z c r { f ]  
f o r  a n  i n p u t  s i g n a l  f { n ) .  
We want to show that F forms a convex set. Consider two signals f { n ) . g { n )  € F i.e. 
:rr{f) = zcr(g). f ^ g). Let us define c as. 
c = cif -I- 3g. Q + 3 = 1 (3.6) 
tlien. 
1. The function c has zero-crossings at the same locations as the functions af and 
3g. 
2. Using Equation 3.3. let ^ f i n )  =  ^ g { n )  =  s .  
n  n  
^c(n) = a ^ f { n )  +  3 ^ g i n )  
n  n  n  
= (q -I- .3) .5 = s 
Thus the value of first moment between two zero-crossings of c is the same as 
corresponding moment values for the functions / and g. 
Thi.s implies that c lies in the set F and thus F is a convex set. 
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Figure 3.2 Octave filterbank used for projection on a dyadic wavelet. 
Octave Filterbank for Signal Decomposition 
To obtain the zero-crossing representation of a given / € . the signal is first 
processed by a two-channel octave filterbank shown in Figure 3.2. The details of this 
analysis/synthesis filterbank tree-structure is presented in the next section. The fil­
terbank is designed such that its output is a set of sequences, satisfying the 
conditions. 
{^!i}i=i ^ • Z- < oc, / G Z, such that. 
('^) E/=i 9/ = / 
(b) If denotes the Fourier transform. 
^'lo < ^{QI} < ^hi- ^ — 1. 2. • • •. L (3.7) 
where 
co'/o = 2"'- and ujhi = 2"'"'"^" 
The second condition implies that the support of each sequence in the set 
is included in one octave interval. Such a filterbank is also known as constant-Q (or 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.3 (a) Projection of / on Daubechies(4) wavelet (b) Zero-crossing 
representation of /. 
constant relative bandwidth) filterbank since the ratio of bandwidth to centre frequency 
is constant for each channel output. Figure 3.3(a) shows an example of multiscale 
decomposition of a signal through the octave filterbank. 
Completeness of Filterbank Output 
The output of the octave filterbank for an input signal. / G , is a set of sequences 
defined in Equation 3.7. These sequences are in fact the projection of the signal 
on the set of orthogonal subspaces, obtained by the multiresolution decom­
position of the space / G \ C ^2 (®^) through a dyadic wavelet, such that. 
^  m  =  ^  m - L  ©  m - L  © ' " " © m-1 (3-8) 
where L specifies the depth of decomposition in discrete multiresolution analysis. 
The projection of a signal / E on a dyadic wavelet can be expressed by its wavelet 
series expansion. The expansion of /(n) in terms of scaling functions and wavelets is 
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gi\-en bv. 
/(n) + (3.9) 
3 = 1 1=1 J = l 
The expansion coefficients {«_,, </_,} are calculated using, 
^7"' = 
and (Tp-' = </(n).u;J'-'(n)> (3.10) 
where the functions scaled and shifted versions of the scaling 
function ^ and the mother wavelet defined by, 
=  ^ { n - 2 ' j )  
and = v { n  —  2 ^ j )  (3.11) 
respectively. 
Meyer [48] and Stromberg [67] have shown that {^J'~'(n). ^ •J'~'(n) is an or-
tlionornial basis of f{n) for an orthogonal wavelet, v. Consequently, the wavelet series 
c o e f f i c i e n t s  { s j . d j }  p r o v i d e  a  c o m p l e t e  a n d  u n c o r r e l a t e d  d i s c r e t e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  f { n )  
for the wavelet v. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume f { n )  to be a zero mean" signal. Using 
Equation 3.9. we express the signal f{n) as, 
L  
f { r i )  =  y ^ ^ q i j n )  
1=1 
Sl 
where q i { n )  = Uj'p~'{n) (3.12) 
j=i 
thus the set of sequences provide a complete and unique representation of / G 
for a given orthonormal basis {(^^"'(n), iyy~'(n) 
-when f ( n )  has nonzero mean, the first term in Equation 3.9 reduces to a constant for complete 
(L = log-yin)) multiresolution decomposition of the signal. 
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Zero-Crossings of the Filterbank Output 
In the ZCR. we record two information parameters for each sequence in the set 
namely the positions of the zero-crossings in the function, and the value of the 
integral between them. Consider a sequence qi{n) in this set for the analysis of zero-
crossings representation of the octave filterbank output. We can express the two ZCR 
parameters for qi{n) as, 
1. Zcro-crossings locations. 
5, •• 1i(n) = = 0 (313) 
J = 1 
2. Sum of values between consecutive zero-crossings. 
"i-l .\'i 
n=n, n=n, j=l 
where / = 1. 2. • • •. Z/. 1 < mq < ni < • • • < < .V;. Zi is the number of zero-crossings 
in the sequence qi{n). Figure 3.3 shows the ZCR for a sample octave filterbank output. 
Uniqueness of Zero-Crossings of Filterbank Output 
We invoke the classical uniqueness theorem for zero-crossings of bandpass signals by 
Logan [35] to establish the uniqueness of the zero-crossing representation. .According to 
Logan's theorem, if two signals hi and ho have bandwidth less than one octave, and do 
not liave "free zeros" except real simple zeros, then, 
s g n  { h i  ( ^ ) }  =  s g n  { h o  (i)} r < t < oc 
or for a constant .4. 
h i  ( t )  =  .4 /i2 ( t ) .  — o c  <  t  <  o c  (3.15) 
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Logan has also shown that ^ is a free zero of a function h if and only if 
^ (?) = 0 and ^ (^) = 0 
where h denotes the Hilbert transform of h. Thus, Logan's theorem can be stated as. 
.4 function h is uniquely characterized by the locations of its zero-crossings 
if its support is less than one octave interval, and h does not share any 
zero-crossings with its Hilbert transform other than real zeros of degree one. 
We give an intuitive explanation for application of Logan"s theorem to our case. Let 
/ (t) 6 L-2 (R) be a finite interv-al signal, having one octave bandwidth. To ensure the 
bandpass property of the signal, we consider f {t) to be a single period of a periodic 
oxtonsion of the finite support signal. Let us. for the time being, also assume / {t) to 
be an odd function. Under these assumptions, the Fourier series representation of the 
of / (^) reduces to. 
k=l 
Let X  { t )  and y  ( t )  be two terms in above Fourier representation, and let bj. = b^ = 1 
for .simplicity of calculation. Consider u(t) = x (t) -h y (t) . such that 
u  ( t )  =  sin { i J x t )  + sin ( u j y t )  
Comparing the above two equations, it is easy to see that u  ( t )  =  u ( t )  =  0 when. 
(3.16) 
witli Hilbert transform. 
u (t) = — [cos (io'j^t) -h cos (to'yi)] 
• 2 n { f . - f y )  =  y  
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or 
/ -/ J X J y 
This means that u  ( t )  does not share zeros with its Hilbert transform as long as 
its bandwidth is less than one octave. The octave bandwidth condition is satisfied by 
default in our signal representation since as described by Equation 3.7 the two-channel 
filterbank in Figure 3.2 performs the input signal decomposition using a dyadic wavelet, 
thus each successive highpass channel contains an octave of the input bandwidth. This 
argument can be extended when / (t) is not an odd function (or even function for that 
matter), with finite extent and octave bandwidth support. In this case, f {t) and its 
Hilbert transform can have common zeros, however, all the zeros of / (t) and / (t) are 
simple zeros lying on the real line, thus both the conditions of Logan's theorem are 
still satisfied. In addition, for discrete signals (that are the signals of interest in our 
representation) the Fourier series expansion of /(n) E . contains only a finite number 
of sinusoids as opposed to the infinite number of terms in Equation 3.16. 
This implies that each sequence in our filterbank output is uniquely charac­
terized by its zero-crossings since the octave filterbank output signals satisfy the require­
ments of Logan's theorem. It is worth mentioning here that zero-crossings of only 
guarantee the uniqueness of representation, and constitute one half of the representation 
(Equation 3.L3). The stability (and perhaps completeness) of the ZCR is accomplished 
with the inclusion of the second parameter (Equation 3.14) in the signal representation. 
It is the incorporation of this supplementary' information, i.e. the first moment of the 
signal between zero-crossings, that makes the recoven,' of the original signal from the 
zero-crossing representation possible. The approach for signal reconstruction from ZCR 
is described next. 
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CHAPTER 4 SIGNAL RECOVERY FROM 
ZERO-CROSSING REPRESENTATION 
In the previous chapter, we have shown with the help of Logan's theorem that a 
bandpass signal can be uniquely characterized by the position of its zero-crossings. Logan 
used analytic properties of the zeros of a function to prove the theorem. Here, having 
established the uniqueness of zero-crossing representation of a signal, we use an alternate 
approach for recovering the signal from its zero-crossing information. We utilize the 
method of Projection on Convex Sets (POCS) for reconstructing of the signal. 
% 
Introduction 
The method of Projection on Convex Sets (POCS) is a powerful and versatile tech­
nique for signal reconstruction and solving inverse problems. The method of POCS is 
not new: it wiis first suggested by Gubin et al. [19] back in late 1960s. The application 
of this method to practical engineering problems was limited until the last decade due to 
the e.xorbitant computational requirements for implementing this method. The advent 
of faster and inexpensive computational engines has acted as a catalyst to expedite the 
application of the POCS technique to numerical and engineering problems. The method 
of POCS has found applications in areas such as signal and image processing, solution 
of inverse problems, parameter estimation and many others. 
In general, the method of POCS is an iterative algorithm in which mathematical 
operators (projectors) are applied to obtain an estimate of the unknown function. The 
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result is a new and improved estimate of the solution satisfying certain known con­
straints imposed by the physics of the problem. The recursion is continued until the 
desired accuracy in the estimate of the solution is achieved. The strength of POCS is 
that it allows incorporation of information about the original signal that translates into 
nonlinear constraints in the recovery* problem. Before describing the POCS algorithm 
used for signal reconstructions from ZCR. let us define some of the basic tools used in 
this approach. 
Convex Set: Let f . g  be any two points in any a set C. then C is convex if the average 
o f  /  a n d  g  
h  =  { 1  —  a ) f  -f- a g .  0 < a < 1 
also lies in C. 
Strong/weak convergence: A sequence / is said to converge weakly to a point /' if 
V i m  { h . g )  =  { f . g )  V  g e H  
k—*oc 
The weak convergence is also termed as the inner product convergence. The strong 
convergence lim [1/^ — /'1| =0 always implies weak convergence but the converse 
k—*oc 
is not true in general. However, if H is a finite dimensional space, weak and strong 
convergence are equivalent. 
Projection on a set: The projection operator P on a set C is a rule that maps a point 
X € HI to set C such that Px = y € C is the closest to x. The word closest implies 
a distance measure or a norm. If C is a closed convex set then y is unique [74]. 
this is known as the unique-nearest-neighbor property. If x is already in C then 
Px = X .  
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Projection on Convex Sets 
POCS is a method of signal retrieval by locating a point that lies at the intersection 
of predetermined convex sets. The technique requires a priori information about the 
unknown function to produce a well-defined closed convex set. If additional knowledge 
regarding the original signal can incorporated in the form of convex constraints, the 
performance of the algorithm can be improved. 
The problem formulation for the POCS approach is as follows: The original signal / 
is known to belong to a parent Hilbert space H (or to a linear subspace of HI). If there 
are M known properties of / forming closed convex sets. Cm. m = 1. 2..... M. then / lies 
in the intersection region, Cq. of these sets. i.e. 
f e C o =  n  ( 4 . 1 )  
m=l  
If the original function is uniquely determined by the convex sets Cm- then Co reduces 
to a single point in H and the solution converges to that point. Otherwise any point in 
the intersection region is a feasible solution of the algorithm. 
/ is recovered by making alternate orthogonal projections onto each convex set Cm-
Thus the problem reduces to defining the projection operators, on each convex set 
and finding a point in the intersection set Cq. For an estimate /, of /, an iteration of 
the projection algorithm is defined as. 
/i-ri = PmP.\[-i • • • Pi f t -  i  = 0.1. 2. • • • (-1-2) 
whore Pm is the orthogonal projection operator on the closed convex set. Cm- The 
algorithm is independent of the order of Pm and the initial estimate /q. Gubin et al. 
[19] ha\e shown that /, converges weakly to f £ Cq. For the finite dimensional case of 
/ € . weak convergence is equivalent to strong convergence. 
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Projection on the Set of ZCR 
We have shown in chapter 3 that the ZCR forms a closed convex set. The projection 
on this set can be obtained by solving a constrained minimization problem [43]. Let 
Z bo the number of zero-crossings in the sequence /(n) 6 to be recovered. Then 
subsequence Q.(n). n € [r:,. associated with ever\- pair of zero-crossing (cj. -i-ri). i = 
1.2. ••-.Z — 1. forms a closed convex set. .A,. Let F C be the set that contains 
ail the sequences having the same ZCR as the unknown sequence f{n). For any given 
sequence J,(n) in . the object here is to find a projector Pp that associates a sequence 
",(n) e r closest to 3^{n). Thus, we want to minimize the estimation error. 
.V .V 
n=l n=l 
based on the following constraints: If c, and are two consecutive zero-crossings of 
/ and .s, is the corresponding integral sum. then assuming s, positive, the projection 
operator Pp on the ZCR set must satisfy the two conditions. 
n  n  
7,(n) = J,(ri) + e,(n) > 0 Vn (4.5) 
where r i  6 [c,. and i  =  1 . 2 .  •  •  • .  Z  —  I .  The problem thus reduces to minimizing 
|f,(n)|~ for each pair of consecutive zero-crossings. [;,. such that. 
n 
^ e , i n )  =  (-i-G) 
n  n  
C.(") > -7.(«) V n  (4.7) 
with n e [c,, i  =  1 , 2 .  •  •  • .  Z  —  1  
with [c,.c,^i] being the locations of any two consecutive zero-crossings in the ZCR. It 
can be shown [43] that the solution of this constrained minimization problem is given 
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bv 
e , (n)  =  < 
A. —7^(77) < A 
-7,(n). -7i('^) > A 
(4.8) 
\ 
where A is the Lagrange multiplier for the problem. The value of A is determined by the 
condition given in Equation 4.6. Appendix 2 contains the derivation of the operator Pp 
for the case of discrete signals. 
Projection on Dyadic Wavelet Space 
Let W be the Hilbert space for the dyadic wavelet transform. We define IT and 
ir~' as the analysis and synthesis wavelet transform operators respectively. Then the 
projection. Pir- on the space W is defined as. 
Thus the linear projector on the dyadic wavelet space involves application of the 
d\adic wavelet transform followed by the inverse wavelet transform. 
Projection on Sum Signal ZCR 
It was shown in chapter 3 that the input signal f { n )  € is projected onto orthog­
onal subspaces defined by a dyadic wavelet to obtain a multiscale decomposition. The 
multiscalo approximation of / is a set of sequences. where L denotes the depth 
of decomposition. Each sequence <//. I  =  1 . 2 .  •  •  • ,  L ,  occupies no more than an octave in 
the frecjuency domain. In addition, the set of sequences satisfy. 
This a priori information about the unknown signal can be incorporated in the 
convex projection reconstruction algorithm. The ZCR of the sum signal forms a closed 
P„. = o n (4.9) 
L 
(4.10) 
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convex set. S. as described earlier. We denote the projector on the set S as P5. This 
projector is defined in Equation 4.8. 
The POCS Algorithm 
Let f { n )  6 be the unknown signal to be recovered. The available information 
about f{n) is the ZCR of the projection of the signal on a dyadic wavelet, described 
in the last chapter and repeated here for completeness. The projection of /(n) on the 
subspaces spanned by a dyadic wavelet produces a set of sequences. satisfying 
( a )  ^ ' l o  <  ^  <  ^ ' h z -  I  =  1 . 2 .  •  •  •  L  
where u;io = 2"'- and u:h, = and 
Ef=i 9/ («) = /(") 
where L is the depth of decomposition and denotes the Fourier transform. The set 
is encoded by storing the two parameters. 
(a) the location of each zero crossing, and 
(b) first moment of the signal between each pair of consecutive zero-crossings, 
for oach sequence. This produces the zero-crossing representation of the original signal 
f i n ) .  
The signal is reconstructed from its ZCR by making alternate orthogonal projections 
on the convex sets. T and S. and the Hilbert space, EL respectively. Thus the projection 
operator for the POCS algorithm is defined as. 
P  =  P i r o P 5 ° P r  ( - 1 - 1 1 )  
The operator P is applied iteratively in the recovery algorithm. The convergence of the 
projection algorithm is strong as described earlier. In practice, only a few (approximately 
5 to 10) iterations of the projection operator are required to achieve an acceptable 
reconstruction error. 
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Reconstruction Results 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show some of the results obtained from the POCS reconstruction 
algorithm. In these examples, the number of iterations is restricted to 20 and Daubechies 
wavelet of 4 vanishing moments is used for signal decomposition. During reconstruction, 
the POCS algorithm converged ver^- rapidly (the convergence properties of the algorithm 
are described in the next chapter). The error observed in reconstruction is mainly due to 
the error in recording the zero-crossing positions due to quantization of the zero-crossing 
points. 
The signal representation described thus far has a drawback in that it varies with 
the translation of the input signal. This dependence can be undesirable in many signal 
analysis scenarios. The problem of translation dependence of the ZCR and the approach 
developed to solve this problem is the topic of discussion in the next chapter. 
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struction algorithm, wavelet = Daubechies(4), number of POCS 
iterations = 20. 
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CHAPTER 5 TIME INVARIANT MULTISCALE 
ZERO-CROSSING REPRESENTATION 
Translation Dependence of Discrete Wavelet Transform 
In order to obtain the zero-crossing representation, we use a set of octave bandwidth 
sequences forming the projection of the input signal on a dyadic wavelet. The 
projection is computed using the octave filterbank shown in Figure 3.2. This filter-
bank essentially realizes Mallat's pyramid algorithm [42] for discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT). The DWT is known to be inherently dependent upon the shift of the original 
signal due to the rate-change operator associated with the analysis algorithm. Con­
sequently. the projection, and therefore the ZCR. of two time shifted versions of the 
same signal can be quite different. Figure 5.1 shows an illustration of shift-dependence 
property of wavelet projection of a signal using the DWT algorithm. 
This also implies that the ZCR corresponding to different shifts of a signal may result 
in different accuracy in reconstruction. This is verified by the plots in Figure 5.2 showing 
the reconstruction error versus all circular shifts of signals in Figure 4.1. A large variation 
in the mean squared reconstruction error with respect to translation of the signal can 
be observed. The projection of different shifts of a signal on an orthogonal wavelet in 
fact corresponds to synthesis of the signal using different bases. These bases differ in 
sampling of time-scale space in wavelet domain and form a complete and orthogonal 
basis for the original signal when an orthogonal wavelet is used for decomposition. The 
periodic structure of the error plots in Figure 5.2 suggests that the time-localization of 
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Figure 5.1 Wavelet projection of two time-shifted versions of a signal using 
DWT. wavelet = Daubechies(l). 
the signal with respect to wavelet basis causes the variation in reconstruction error. One 
way to optimize the ZCR would be to search for the shift in the signal that minimizes 
the reconstruction error. Since the reconstruction error is signal dependent, there is 
no easy way (other than performing an exhaustive search) to determine the shift that 
corresponds to minimum reconstruction error. Therefore, we use an alternate approiich 
for the optimization of the ZCR. 
Averaged Basis Projection Approach 
The approach for ZCR optimization is to use a projection on wavelet space that 
is averaged over different shifts (orthogonal basis) of the signal. This corresponds to 
generating a multiscale decomposition of the input signal where each detail component 
is produced by averaging the projection of the signal (on different wavelet subspaces) for 
same resolution level. The resulting set of sequences, representing the projection 
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Figure 5.2 Mean squared error in reconstruction of (a) lady (b) chirp for all 
(circular) shifts of the signal, wavelet = Daubechies(4), number 
of POCS iterations = 20. 
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of / on an orthogonal wavelet satisfies. 
L  p - i  
/ = ^9z with qi = ^qi.p (5.1) 
1 = 1  p = Q  
where from Equation 3.12. 
= it(3-2) 
J=1 
with I  =  1 .  2 .  •  •  • .  L .  p = 0.1. • • •. P — 1. Z, is the depth of decomposition and p  defines 
the index of orthogonal basis corresponding to different shifts of the signal. P is the 
total number of basis used for averaging. 
W'e want to emphasize here that when direct analysis/synthesis of the original signal 
is intended, the reconstruction of the signal using any of the possible orthogonal basis 
is identical. However in certain scenarios, only an approximate or perturbed version of 
the wavelet basis may be available to estimate the original signal. In such a case, the 
choice of the basis (or a combination of bases) may effect the accuracy of the synthesized 
signal. This certainly turns out to be true in our case. We notice that Coifman et al. 
[lOj have used a similar approach for signal denoising using wavelets. Coifman terms 
the averaging process as cycle spinning. 
Figure 5.3 shows the reconstruction results obtained from the POCS algorithm using 
the averaged basis projection method with different number of basis. The Daubechies 
wavelet was used for projection and the number of iterations in the POCS algorithm is 
restricted to 20. .A.n overall improvement in the reconstruction quality with the increase 
in P can be observed. 
Figure 5.4 shows the plot for number of basis. P. versus the mean scjuared recon­
struction error (Figure 5.5 shows the representation size versus P). The plots show that 
the reconstruction error (and the representation size) reduces with the increase in the 
number of orthogonal basis used in averaging. As expected, the error in reconstruction 
not only depends on the number of basis but on the time-localization of the basis with 
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respect to the signal. The question of which and how many basis should one use in aver­
aged basis projection to produce an optimum ZCR remains to be addressed. There is no 
general solution to this problem since the time-localization of the basis with respect to 
the signal would change with the particular input signal and the wavelet function used 
for analysis. 
One course of action is to compute the projection on wavelet averaged over all pos­
sible orthogonal bases. This is our choice of basis for averaging. The most attractive 
attribute of this approach is that the ZCR so obtained is independent of the translation 
of the input signal since the projection is averaged over all the circular shifts of the input 
signal. Therefore, we get rid over of the inherent shift-variation of DWT. In addition, 
averaging over all basis results in other numerical advantages explained later in this 
section. 
All Basis Averaged Projection 
There is a price to be paid for the improvement in reconstruction (and representation 
size) with the averaged basis projection technique. The computational effort required 
in the projection on wavelet space increases linearly with the number of basis used in 
averaging. The pyramid algorithm for DWT involves O (.V) operations where .V is the 
signal length. Thus, the averaged basis projection with P basis requires O (P-V) opera­
tions. The computational requirement for wavelet projection. Pn*. can quickly become 
very expensive with increasing P. For our choice of all basis average, the projector, Pw, 
involves O (-V-) operations. This computational complexity may be unacceptable even 
for a signal of modest length. To solve this problem, we make use of the stationary 
wavelet transform (SWT) for computing the projection in the wavelet space. The 'a 
trous algorithm [22] for SWT requires 0{N \og2 (^^' )) operations. We show that synthe­
sis using 'a trous algorithm is numerically equivalent to averaging over all orthogonal 
basis (circular shifts) of the original signal space defined by an orthogonal wavelet. 
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Figure 5.6 Time-frequency sampling of the wavelet domain for DWT (•) 
and SWT (•. x) 
Relation Between Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) and Discrete 
Wavelet Transform (DWT) for Orthogonal Wavelets 
The SWT is also known as the undecimated wavelet transform because it does not im­
plement the rate-change operator in the analysis/synthesis algorithm. Figure -5.6 shows 
the time-frequency sampling for DWT and SWT in the wavelet domain. We assume 
that a dyadic orthogonal wavelet is used for analysis. SWT is obviously a redundant 
representation. It can be shown [62]. and as seen in Figure .5.6, that DWT can be ob­
tained by sampling' the SWT coefficients. Given the time-frequency sampling scheme 
shown in Figure 5.6, one can design a binary search tree for constructing an orthogonal 
basis for the original signal from SWT coefficients. The search tree, depicted in Figure 
5.7. describes the time-scale localization of SWT. For an L level SWT decomposition, 
there are 2^ different ways to sample the time-frequency space of SWT, resulting in as 
many distinct orthogonal bcises for the original signal space. Each one of these basis can 
be identified as a path from root to stem of this binary search tree. Each basis is in 
' f/', = d'.,, ^ . where c/'„ and t/'„ denote DWT and S\\'T coefficients respectively. 
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Figure 5.7 Binar>' scale-space search tree in wavelet domain. There are 2' 
different paths from top to bottom, each specifying an orthogo­
nal basis for the original signal space. 
fact equivalent to applying Mallat's pyramid algorithm for DWT to a (circularly) shifted 
version of the original signal. 
The advantage of SWT in our zero-crossing representation is due to the following 
proposition; 
Proposition 1. Let be the set of SWT coefficients obtained from the decompo­
sition of a signal f € , and be the sets of coefficients for .V = 2^ possible 
D W T  bases corresponding to all circular shifts of f. Then. 
li-' (s.rf) = ± (5.3) 
~  1 = 1  
where 11'"^ and are synthesis operators for SWT and DWT respectively. L is the 
decompo.Hition depth in the analysis of f. 
Proof-. Appendix 1 
The proposition states that the reconstruction of a signal from its stationary (un-
deciniated) wavelet transform is equivalent to an average of N = 2^ synthesized signals 
using all possible basis associated with an orthogonal wavelet. 
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The proof of this proposition along with an illustrative example is given in Appendix 
1. The inverse SWT involves only C?(.Vlog2 (-V)) operations as opposed to O (-V~) op>-
erations in computing the all basis averaged projection on dyadic wavelet using Mallat's 
algorithm for DWT. 
Time-Invariant ZCR 
Tiriu'-invariance in a signal representation is desirable in many practical scenarios. 
For instance, in signal classification and characterization applications, it is imperative 
that features used in the representation are independent of the time (or space) shift in 
the original signal. 
The time-invariant" zero-crossing representation is obtained by encoding the projec­
tion on dyadic wavelet subspaces using SWT. The projection on the subspaces defined 
by an orthogonal wavelet is implemented using the octave filterbank shown in Figure 5.8. 
This filterbank realizes the 'a trous algorithm for SWT. It differs from the filterbank 
HI Figure 3.2 in two respects; The rate-change operators (decimation and interpolation) 
arc not included, and the filters^ /i'. are obtained by inserting 2' — 1 zeros between 
the coefficients of the filters h and g respectively, h. g define the analysis filters corre-
s[>onding to an orthogonal wavelet. The POCS algorithm for signal recovers- described 
in chapter 4 is applied to time-invariant ZCR. The reconstruction results are shown in 
the next section. 
-Tiiiie-invariance here implies that the transform coefficients remain the same for all (circular) shifts 
of the input signal. This is different from the standard definition of time-invariance in linear system 
theory. 
'with transfer functions H  i z -  ') and G  ( z -  j  respectively. 
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Figure 5.8 Octave filterbank for time-invariant projection on dyadic wavelet 
subspaces. 
Reconstruction Results 
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show results obtained using the POCS reconstruction algo-
ritlun for tirne-invariant ZCR. The number of iterations is again restricted to 20 and 
Daubochies wavelet of 4 vanishing moments is used. Figure 5.11 compares the origi­
nal and reconstructed detail signals for the multiresolution approximation of the signal. 
It can be observed that reconstruction using the averaged basis approach is superior to 
DW'T based recovery shown earlier (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The improvement is attributed 
to redundancy in the projection on the wavelet space. We believe that the basis averaged 
projec:tion enhances the signal approximation by averaging out the estimation error. 
Error Due to Quantization of Zero-Crossing Point 
We observe that the reconstruction error is concentrated mostly in high frequency 
detail signals. This effect is due to finite sampling rate in the discretization of the original 
signal. This can be explained as follows: Let ^ denote the zero-crossing locations of the 
signal f{t). that is, 
-' = {«: fit) = 0} (5.4) 
i  Hz)  • 
Hz^) 
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Figure 5.11 
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When recording the positions of zero-crossing for our ZCR. we assume that change in 
the sign of two consecutive samples indicates a zero-crossing. We cannot identify the 
true zero-crossing due to the limited sampling rate"'. Consequently, the ZCR of dis­
crete signals has an inherent error in the position of zero-crossings. Since the number 
of zero-crossing is directly related to the frequency content of the signal, high frequency 
components in our multiresolution decomposition of the signal results in higher recon­
struction error. This can be obser\-ed in Figure 5.11 and the convergence plots shown 
in the next section. 
Convergence of Reconstruction Algorithm 
The POCS algorithm has been shown [19. 74. 75] to exhibit weak convergence. For 
our case of finite dimensional signals. / € . weak convergence is equivalent to strong 
convergence. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the convergence results for some typical signals. 
For ail the signals that were used for evaluation, the algorithm converged in less than 10 
iterations as seen in these plots. The plots also show that high frequency detail signals 
contain most of the reconstruction error. 
The proposed ZCR has been applied to a variety of signal analysis problems. The 
next chapter is devoted to some such applications. 
^This error can be reduced by interpolating the samples of opposite sign for recording the positions 
of zero-crossings. 
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CHAPTER 6 APPLICATIONS 
This chapter presents a few applications of the multiscale zero-crossing representa­
tion. The ZCR possesses various properties that make it suitable for application in many 
areas of digital signal processing. Since ZCR provides a multiscale time-frequency repre­
sentation of a signal, it can be useful for the analysis of a time-localized signal, especially 
when the spectral content of the signal is not known. In addition, the multiresolution 
ruituro of the zero-crossing representation provides an accuracy/computation tradeoff 
tliat is attractive in many signal processing applications. ZCR can also be employed in 
a translation invariant version which is desirable in many situations. 
The following sections present a brief description of some applications of the ZCR. 
The applications range from nondestructive evaluation (XDE) signal processing to com­
puter vision and signal denoising. 
Classification of Ultrasonic NDE Signals 
Introduction 
Ultrasonic methods are used very widely for the nondestructive evaluation of heat-
affccted zones in welds. Welded areas in submarine hulls and nuclear power plants are 
tested for flaws such as cracks, lack of fusion and slag etc. generated during the welding 
process. These structures are also periodically inspected for detecting flaws during the 
life of the structure. If these defects are not detected early enough, the consequences 
can be catastrophic. 
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Figure 6.1 Typical geometr\' for ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation of 
welds. 
Welds are usually inspected using an angle beam inspection method. This method 
involves launching an ultrasonic wave into the weld region and analyzing the signals 
reflected from inhomogeneities present within the material. A typical weld geometry 
for ultrasonic inspection is shown in Figure 6.1. The challenge lies in the interpretation 
of these signals. Figure 6.2 shows typical signals obtained from ultrasonic inspection 
of four different type of defects associated with welds in submarine hulls. It can be 
ob.scrved that the signals are very similar in shape and frequency content. In addition, 
the signals are time-localized and transient in nature. These attributes call for a time-
frcquency scheme for the analysis of ultrasonic weld inspection signals. The multiscale 
zero-crossing representation is a possible candidate for this application. 
Automated Classification of Ultrasonic Signals 
The XDE signals from welds are traditionally analyzed by experienced inspectors. 
Studies have shown that manual ultrasonic inspection can be accurate but highly vari­
able. depending on the inspection skills, training and emotional status and the level 
of fatigue of the analyst [64]. Automated methods for signal analysis are becoming in-
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Figure 6.2 Typical signals obtained from ultrasonic inspection of different 
types of defects associated with welds in submarine hulls. 
creasingly popular in commercial applications. This interest is motivated by the need for 
accurate interpretation of large volumes of inspection data, and minimizing errors due to 
human factors. Automated analysis systems can detect and classify defects consistently 
with improved accuracy. 
Rose et al. [59] did some early work in automated signal analysis in the early 80s, 
where they reported promising results from application of pattern recognition principles 
to automated analysis of ultrasonic signals. Their technique utilized a set of time, 
frequency and special domain features for signal characterization. Since then, different 
researchers [8. 6] have investigated the feasibility of employing various pln-sical features 
( b )  P o r o s i t y  s i ^ n u l  
(c) Luck of fusion si^nul 
(d) crack signal 
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of ultrasonic XDE signals, such as amplitude, pulse width, rise and fall time, and kurtosis 
for defect classification. Unfortunately, no one set of features has been proven to work 
for all types of ultrasonic NDE signals. 
Once an appropriate set of features has been identified, we can choose a suitable 
classification scheme for automated signal identification. A clustering algorithm or a 
properly designed neural network can be used for this purpose. 
In this section, we develop a neural network based technique for the classification of 
signals obtained from ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation of welds in submarine hulls. 
Translation invariant zero-crossing representation is used for feature extraction. The 
objective of the signal classification system developed here is to classify the received 
signals in a manner that is insensitive to translation of the indications. 
Approach 
The overall approach consists of three main steps. In the first step, the raw ultrasonic 
signals arc preprocessed to normalize them against any variations in test conditions 
such as amplifier gain setting and then time-gated to the same length. The raw signals 
are passed through a noise minimization algorithm if required. A random shift in the 
normalized signal is also introduced to render the signals invariant to translation. The 
preprocessing step is followed by a feature extraction stage for extracting optimal signal 
parameters with maximum discriminatory- information. The feature vector is applied to 
a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network classifier designed for this application. 
Finally, signal classification is accomplished using the MLP neural network. The output 
of the MLP is a class indication for each signal. The classes include cracks, lack of 
fusion, slag and porosity. The feature extraction process and the neural network design 
are described in greater detail in the following section. 
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Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction is probably the single most important step involved in this process. 
A proper choice of signal features serves multiple purposes. First, the feature vector can 
be used to reduce the dimensionality for signal analysis by minimizing redundancy in the 
raw data. Second, since the classifier only takes the feature vector into account for signal 
identification, a smart choice of signal features extraction can enhance the discriminatory 
information for each class of data. We propose an algorithm for translation invariant 
feature e.xtraction based on ZCR of the original ultrasonic signal. We dwell a little on 
the justification of this choice. 
Signals obtained from ultrasonic NDE usually contain time-localized reflections from 
discontinuities as seen in Figure 6.2 . It is well known that in the anahsis of such 
non-stationary signals, traditional Fourier techniques are inadequate. .A. multiresolu-
tion signal representation depicting both time and frequency content of the signal is 
more suitable for interpreting ultrasonic signals. ZCR is one such time-frequency signal 
representation. 
Prior efforts in the field include work done by Polikar et al. [54] who suggest a signal 
c lassification scheme based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of the signal. This 
technique however has certain limitations. DWT coefficients are known to var>- with the 
time shifts in the input signal. Therefore, the individual A-scans need to be time-aligned 
(usually based on peak signal amplitude) before feature extraction. Any error in time 
alignment of the signals may adversely effect the classification results. One could argue 
that the stationary wavelet transform (SWT) would overcome this limitation. However, 
the SWT is highly redundant and this choice may result in prohibitively large feature 
vector. 
We utilize the first moment of the signal between two consecutive zero-crossing in the 
translation invariant ZCR of the original signal as the feature for signal classification'. 
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More specifically, if is the set of sequences obtained from multiscale decomposition 
of a given signal /(n), such that. 
L 
1=1 
as described in Equation 3.12. then the feature vector contains the set (or a subset) of 
values iji given by 
n.-f-l ".-rl 
!/, = 53= E E (6-2) 
n=n, n=n, j = l 
whore qi[ni).i = 1.2. •••.Z/. 1 < hq < rii < ••• < n, < .V; are the zero-crossing 
locations. Z; is the number of zero-crossings in the sequence. qi{n) / = 1. 2. • • •. L is the 
decomposition depth in multiresolution analysis of f{n) (see chapter 3 for details). 
The ZCR is used as an input to the classification multilayer perceptron. In practice 
only a small subset of the overall ZCR of f{n) was found adequate for satisfactory 
classification of the data. 
MLP Neural Network Design 
.A. variety of algorithms, supervised or unsupervised, are available for the solution of 
classification problems. For instance, the K-mean clustering algorithm is a well known 
method for partitioning multidimensional feature spaces. More recently, neural networks 
have found increasing application in pattern recognition problems. Radial basis function, 
multilayer perceptron and Hopfield neural networks are some of the more commonly used 
methods. In particular, for classification problems where different target classes are 
se[)aratcd by complex decision boundaries, MLP neural networks with back-propagation 
training algorithm are widely recognized due to their superior performance and simple 
learning scheme [21]. 
'The argument presented by Berman et al. [4] pp-3221 reinforces this choice. They show that all 
the information about the signal is contained in the irregular sampling of the signal (which is the \-alue 
of sum of samples between to consecutive zero-crossings in this case). 
Input Layer : Hidden Layer 1 i | Hidden Layer 2 i I Output Layer 
Input  Node  Data  :  
• F-caiiirc vector Node 
Weigiit 
Output Node : 
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• slag 
• lack of fusion 
• porositv 
Figure 6.3 Architecture of the MLP neural network used in this studv. 
For the classification of ultrasonic signals obtained from weld inspection, we employ 
the MLP neural network using back-propagation learning rule as the training algorithm. 
Figure 6.3 shows the architecture of the network. The A'-dimensional input vector 
If i = 1. 2. • • •. .V defines the number of nodes in the input layer of the neural network. 
There are two hidden layers in the MLP. Hlj.j = L 2. • • •, .\T and H2k, k = 1.2. • • •. .V2 
are values of nodes in the first and second hidden layers respectively. O/.Z = L 2. 3. 4 
define the output nodes indicating the four classes of signals to be distinguished, i.e. the 
ultrasonic signals obtained from cracks, lack of fusion, slag and porosity in a weld. In 
this study, we limit the size of input feature vector or number of input nodes to 20. and 
tlie number of nodes in the two hidden layers are set to 16 and 8 respectively. 
The weights connecting the input nodes to the hidden layer nodes are denoted by 
Uij and interpreted as weights connecting the input node li to the first hidden layer node 
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H l j .  The weights connecting the first hidden layer nodes to the second hidden layer 
nodes are denoted by Vjk and interpreted as weights connecting Hlj to H'2k, and finally 
the weights connecting the second hidden layer nodes to the output nodes are denoted 
by a'fcj and interpreted as weights connecting H'2k to 
It is customary to include an additional node in input and hidden layers with a 
constant value of 1. This node ser\'es as the threshold 9. in the network equations. This 
node always has the same state, 1, and does not change throughout the training process. 
First, the input signal (vector) I = I i .  l o .  I ^ , . . . .  I S r  is fed to the input layer of the 
network. Xo computation is performed in the first layer. The values of the hidden layer 
nodes and the output nodes are computed as follows: 
//Ij = / ^ 7 = 1.2, (6.3) 
.VI 
H2k = f ^ j A- = 1. 2. • - •. A-2 (6.4) 
Oi = f ^a-o/ + ^  / = 1.2.3 (6.5) 
The activation function. /. used in the above equations is the sigmoid function as 
defined by Equation 6.6. 
The parameter 7 determines the slope of the sigmoid function: as 7 approaches infinity, 
the sigmoid function approaches the hard limit. 1. Xote that the first index value of the 
weights, uqj. L'ok- and ivoi is zero, where the node indices start from value 1. This implies 
that there is no input or hidden layer node associated with inde.x number 0. The inde.x 
0 is typically used to characterize the extra node added to represent the threshold value, 
e. 
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Computing the values of neural network nodes according to above equation consti­
tutes a forward pass in the training algorithm. The weights are adjusted recursively 
according to Equation (6.7), starting at the output node and proceeding backwards 
toward the first hidden layer (hence back-propagation) in the network [21], 
A'mn(0 = " 1) + TJ.Sri Pm + Q(A'^„(«) - Xmn(t " 1)) (6.7) 
where Xmnit) stands for any of the weights from the m"" node in one layer to the n"* 
node in the next layer at time t. Pm is the output of node m at the current layer, rj is a. 
small value used to limit the amount of change in the weight updates (also known as the 
gain factor). is the error term for the node n. and 0 < a < 1 is a constant known as 
the momentum which is used to reduce the convergence time in the error minimization 
procedure. The typical value of the momentum term is 0.95. and this is the value used 
in the network used in this study. 
If node n is an output node, the error is computed as. 
Sn — Ofi (1 On)(^Cji ) (6.8) 
where c,, is the correct (desired) output of the node n, and o„ is the actual output. 
.\niong output nodes, the first node output represents a crack, the second represents 
lack of fusion, third porosity, and the fourth output node represents slag. Therefore, if 
the signal I presented to the input is an ultrasonic signal obtained from a crack in the 
weld region, the desired output is c„ = [1 0 0 0], if it is a lack of fusion signal. c„ = [0 I 
0 0], and cv, = [0 0 1 0] or [0 0 0 1] respectively, if it is a porosity or slag signal. 
If node n is one of the internal hidden layer nodes, then the error term is computed 
according to equation. 
d n  =  P n { l  -  P n ) ^  d k - \ ' n k  (6-9) 
k 
where k is over all nodes in the layers above node n. The above procedure is repeated 
for all input vectors in the training data set. until the final error in the output layer is 
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less than a predefined threshold level. This usually requires the entire training data set 
to be processed through the network a number of times. 
The convergence time of the network during training can be reduced significantly 
by choosing the learning rate term, t], carefully. Unfortunately, there is no recognized 
criteria for choosing the learning rate. Choosing rj too small will increase learning time 
considerably, whereas choosing a large value may cause the net to jump over, or miss, 
the error surface minimum. -A.n alternative is to use an adaptive learning rate. In this 
method, the learning rate is constantly changed according to the magnitude of the error 
from one iteration to the next. If the new error is more than a predefined ratio (typically 
1.04) times the previous error, the new weights, output values, and errors are discarded, 
and the learning rate is decreased by a predefined factor (typically 0.7). The learning 
then continues with the previous weights, error values, and node values. If the new error 
is less than the predefined ratio times the previous error, the learning rate is increased, 
again by a predefined factor (usually 1.2) [21]. The MLP parameters used in this study 
arc summarized in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 MLP neural network parameters used in this study 
PARAMETER VALUE 
Initial learning rate { r j )  0.01 
Error goal (d) 0.05 
Increase rate in learning rate 1.05 
Decrease rate in learning rate 0.7 
Momentum (a) 0.95 
Error ratio for variable learning rate 1.04 
.Xumber of input nodes (.V) 20 
Xumber of hidden layers 2 
Xumber of first hidden layer nodes (.Vi) 16 
.\umber of second hidden layer nodes (As) 8 
Xumber of output nodes 4 
-Activation function logsig 
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Neural Network Implementation 
The performance of the classification network was analyzed using a controlled database 
provided by Naval Sea Systems. Arlington. V'A. The data was collected using a 2.25 MHz 
centre frequency ultrasonic transducer through a 60° wedge. The transducer response 
was sampled at 25 MHz. The database consisted of ultrasonic signals obtained from 
4 different types of defects typically found in the weld vicinity, namely; crack, lack of 
fusion, porosity and slag. .A. total of 60 representative A-scans were chosen from each 
class. The signals from each class were randomly partitioned into two subsets of equal 
size, as training and test data sets respectively. Thus, there were a total of 120 signals in 
each data set. The signals were normalized in amplitude and the length of each record 
was set to 256 samples. In order to demonstrate translation invariance of the classifica­
tion scheme, a random time shift was introduced in both the training and test data set 
signals. 
The ZCR of all the preprocessed signals was computed and 20 largest values among 
them were used as input to the MLP neural network. In addition to ZCR some other 
commonly used time-frequency features were also used independently to compare the 
cla.ssification performance of the neural network with respect to the choice of features. 
These features included discrete wavelet transform values for both randomly shifted and 
peak-aligned signals, and Fourier transform coefficient magnitudes. The input vector 
size and neural network architecture remained the same throughout the test. 
Results and Discussion 
Table 6.2 shows results obtained from the MLP neural network using four different 
types of signal features as network input. These results correspond to test data alone. 
The test data was not employed to train the network. 
Column 1 in the table shows the classification results corresponding to the use of 
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Table 6.2 MLP classification results 
CLASS DWT-NPA DWT-PA FFT ZCR 
Slag 36.7% 73.37c 83.37c 1007c 
Lack of Fusion 23.37c 83.37c 66.77c 93.37 
Porosity 96-7% 86.7% 70.07c 100% 
Crack 73.37c 96.77c 93.37c 100% 
DW'T coefficients as input features. As expected, the performance of network is quite 
poor due to translation dependence of the discrete wavelet transform. The neural net­
work performance improves considerably if the signals are peak-aligned before DWT 
computation (column 2). However it is not always possible to properly align the sig­
nals from ultrasonic XDE due to noise and multiple reflections from surfaces in the test 
object. The classification error in the peak-aligned signal input is probably contributed 
to the these alignment imperfections. Thus a translation invariant feature input for the 
neural network is desired. 
FFT and ZCR (column 3 and 4 respectively in Table 6.2) both constitute translation 
invariant features of the input test patterns. However the classification performance 
obtained using ZCR is superior to the performance obtained using FFT coefficients. 
Tliis is expected since ultrasonic signals are transient in nature and therefore a tirne-
frecjuency technique is required for robust representation of the signals. 
Conclusions 
In this section, we have shown the significance of ZCR in a signal recognition ex­
periment using MLP neural network. The neural network employing ZCR as input 
out-performed the network utilizing DWT coefficients (Polikar et al. [54]) due to their 
translation invariance property. The performance is also superior to those obtained us­
ing more conventional FFT coefficients since the ZCR is a multiresolution representation 
and preserves the time-frequency information contained in the input signals. 
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ZCR of Images 
This section describes the application of stabilized ZCR to multiresolution analysis 
of ^-dimensional signals. There are some inherent differences between the zero-crossings 
of 1-D and 2-D signals. For continuous case. 1-D signals have a finite number of zero-
crossings. where in the 2-D case, the zero-crossings form contours resulting in infinitely 
many crossings. However, in engineering problems, one would expect that a finite num­
ber of samples obtained along the image zero-crossings contour would suffice for recon­
struction of the image. This fact is exploited in ZCR representation of images. 
In order to extend the ZCR to images, we constrain the spectral content of the 
image to be less than one octave in at least one dimension. This ensures that Logan's 
theorem is applicable. In the examples presented in this section, we impose the bandpass 
condition along the horizontal axis (rows) of the image. Figure 6.4 show results obtained 
from nmltiresolution analysis of the 256x256 image 'House'. Daubechies(4) was used 
for multiresolution decomposition of the signals, and the number of iterations in the 
reconstruction algorithm was restricted to 20. The sequence of sub-images in this figure 
shows the reconstructed images from ZCR using a decreasing number of resolutions. 
The horizontal blurring obser\-ed in low resolution sub-images is due to the bandwidth 
limitation (Logan's condition) in this direction. 
We note that the zero-crossings at higher resolution sub-images of Figure 6.4 con­
tribute very little to the visual quality of the image. In fact there is hardly any obser\-able 
difference between the Figures 6.4(a). 6.4(b) and 6.4(c). Since most of the zero-crossings 
are concentrated at high image resolution levels, if one chooses the zero-crossings bcised 
on perceptual significance, a more compact ZCR for images can be constructed without 
affecting the perceptual fidelity of the reconstructed image. Figure 6.5 shows the results 
obtained from one such scheme. The zero-crossings used in the reconstructed image 
shown in Figure 6.5(b) are selected as explained below. 
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(a) Original 
(g) 1=6:8 (h) 1=7:8 (i) 1=8:8 
Figure 6.4 Multiresolution reconstruction of the 256x256 image 'House\(a) 
Original image (b) Resolutions 1 to 8 (c) Resolutions 2 to 8 (d) 
Resolutions 3 to 8 (e) Resolutions 4 to 8 (f) Resolutions 5 to 8 
(g) Resolutions 6 to 8 (h) Resolutions 7 and 8 (i) Resolution 8 
only. 
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li 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Figure 6.5 Reconstruction of an image from thresholded ZCR (a) Original 
image (b) Reconstructed image after 50% ZCR thresholding (c) 
Reconstruction error in the ZCR thresholded image. 
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Let be the ZCR of the input image defined in Equations 3.2 and 3.3. 
L denotes the depth of the wavelet decomposition. We discard a subset Sf (and the 
corresponding Zf) of the ZCR. such that. 
S,"' = {sk.i : Sk.i < Si. k € Z/./ = 1. 2} (6.10) 
where Si is the standard deviation of the elements in S/. This results in a thresholded 
ZCR. {Zf.Sf }. that contains only the significant zero-crossings at the two finest reso­
lutions. Zero-crossings at lower resolutions are kept unchanged. The size of the resulting 
thresholded ZCR for the image in Figure 6.5 is approximately half (51720 vs. 91228) of 
the original ZCR without any detectable loss in visual quality. 
This approach for image representation and reconstruction from zero-crossings can 
be compared with previous techniques such as the one proposed by Rotem and Zeevi 
[CO], described in chapter 2. The image reconstruction obtained from zero-crossing rep­
resentation is much superior than the results obtained employing the ad hoc technique of 
Rotcm and Zeevi. Their image representation is not parsimonious and consequenth* the 
image reconstruction algorithm is computationally expensive. Also, the reconstructed 
images do not include the finer details of the original image. In addition, since the ZCR 
allows multiresolution image representation/reconstruction, it is suitable for application 
in image database search and object recognition applications such as the ones suggested 
in [66], [26] and [33]. 
Signal Denoising 
Introduction 
.Almost all real life signals are contaminated by some form of noise. The presence 
of noise restricts one's ability to extract meaningful information from the data. If some 
parametric description of the noise is available before hand, methods can be devised to 
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mitigate its effects. However, in most practical cases, there is ver>' little or no knowledge 
of spectral distribution or statistical properties of the noise component. Therefore blind 
denoising methods are of significant interest to the signal processing community. This 
section discusses a new approach for the extraction of signals buried in additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGX) using stabilized zero-crossing representation. It is assumed that 
the statistical distribution of the noise is not known a priori. 
Conventional methods for signal denoising usually involve some type of filtering [52. 
34]. However, filtering generally implies some knowledge of the noise spectrum. For 
example, the commonly used moving average filter (smoothing filter) for noise removal 
is in fact a lowpass filter and is effective only for high frequency noise. More recently, 
wavelet transform based signal denoising, introduced by Donoho et al. [15. 16]. has 
attracted considerable attention due to its versatility and performance. Their denoising 
technique treats noise reduction either by setting all wavelet coefficients below a certain 
threshold (hard thresholding) to zero or reducing all coefficients by this threshold (soft 
thresholding). The approach suggested here is a variation of Donoho's noise suppression 
scheme. 
Methodology 
.\11 transform based noise reduction methods generally comprise of three processing 
steps: 
1. Transform the noisy data into an appropriate domain. 
2. -A.pply thresholding to the resulting signal coefficients, eliminating the ones below 
a predefined amplitude. 
3. Inverse transform the thresholded signal to the original domain. 
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Signal denoising using zero-crossings employs the same procedure, where ZCR is the 
thresholding domain. We model the the noisy signal / as. 
f = fo + rj (6.11) 
where /<, is the original signal we want to recover, and q ~ -V(0,1) is zero mean additive 
white Gaussian noise with unit variance. Let be the L-level ZCR of the 
noisy signal / on which the thresholding is applied. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the results 
obtained using the ZCR based denoising method. The thresholding scheme used in these 
e.xamples is described next. 
For efficient AWGX noise suppression, the ZCR threshold t i , l  = 1,2. • • should 
be a function of the input noise. Since the noise distribution is unknown, we require 
a method for estimating this distribution. In practice, the ZCR corresponding to the 
finest resolution of the wavelet decomposition of /. {Zi.Si}, consists mostly of noise. 
Thus we use the standard deviation, d'l. of the elements in Si for computing the noise 
threshold ti.l = 1.2. • - •. £. The threshold used in this work is defined as. 
ti = -^y/2 login). /  =  1 . 2 . - - - , L  ( 6 . 1 2 )  
whore n is the cardinality of /. This thresholding scheme is a modification of the 
wavelet domain threshold suggested by Coifman and Donoho in their wavelet shrinkage 
denoising approach [10]. The projection of the signal (and therefore its ZCR) looks 
similar in appearance to the undecimated wavelet transform used by Coifman et al. 
for noise thresholding. Since the signal is decomposed into octave bandwidth bins in 
the ZCR domain, we observe that, in general, the zero-crossings corresponding to noise 
can be separated from the signal zero-crossings through appropriate thresholding. The 
threshold is applied to the ZCR. such that we retain the zero-crossings 
corresponding to S{. / = 1, 2. - • -, L satisfying the condition, 
Sj =  {.5^../ :  S k j  >  t i ,  k  £  T i l ,  I  =  1, 2, - • •, L} (6.13) 
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'OOh 
(a) Original signal (udata) (b) Xoisy signal, SNR=10. X(0,1) 
Mr 
.-cl 
(c) Denoised signal (d) Denoising error 
Figure 6.6 ZCR based denoising of the signal udata (a) Original signal (b) 
Gaussian noise added signal, Noise = X(0,1)T SXR = 10 (c) 
Denoised signal (d) Denoising error with respect to the original 
signal. 
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Figure 6.7 ZCR based denoising of tlie signal chirp (a) Original signal (b) 
Gaussian noise added signal. Xoise = X(0,1), SNR = 10 (c) 
Denoised signal (d) Denoising error with respect to the original 
signal. 
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This provides a thresholded ZCR which is then inverted to obtain the 
dcnoised signal /. The overall denoising scheme can be represented as. 
/ = zcr-' o (,({Z,,S,),ti) o :cT{f) (6.U) 
The results shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are substantially noise free". This approach 
essentially implements a hard thresholding scheme since Equation 6.13 discards the 
zero-crossings whose corresponding means fall below the threshold ti while all other zero-
crossings are kept unchanged. However, this scheme can be extended to soft thresholding 
where the amplitude of the zero-crossings unaffected by the constraint in Equation 6.13 
i.s roduccd to improve the denoising performance. 
Application of ZCR Based Denoising to Magnetic Flux Leakage Data Ob­
tained from Se£imless Gas Pipelines 
Introduction 
Natural gas is traditionally transmitted from production facilities to customer loca­
tions through a vast network of pipeline. In order to ensure the integrity of the system, 
the pipelines are periodically inspected for damage caused by corrosion and other fac­
tors using a device called pig. The pig is propelled inside the pipe under the pressure of 
natural gas [55]. Figure 6.8 illustrates the schematic of a typical pig structure. The pig. 
in brief, is a magnetizer-sensor assembly, employing the magnetic flux leakage (MFL) 
technique for assessing the condition of the pipe. A strong permanent magnet in the pig 
nearly saturates the pipe wall with magnetic flux flowing in the axial direction. When 
the pig encounters an anomaly as it traverses the pipe, a portion of the flux leaks out. 
.A. flux sensitive device such as a Hall-effect sensor detects the leakage flux signal. An 
array of Hall sensors is usually installed around the circumference of the pig between 
"Xote that for signal recovery from thresholded ZCR, the projection Ps in the POCS operator 
defined in Equation 4.11 cannot be utilized since the ZCR of the original signal is unknown. Therefore 
a modified POCS operator P = Pu- o Pp is used for signal denoising application. 
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Figure 6.8 MFL inspection of gas pipelines (a) Illustration of magnetic flux 
leakage around a defect (b) A typical pig structure. 
the two poles of the magnetizer for this purpose. The signal picked up by the sensor 
array can be interpreted as a "magnetic image" of the condition of pipeline, where the 
shape and amplitude of the signal is indicative of the nature of the anomaly. The MFL 
data is appropriately sampled and stored using an on-board data acquisition system, 
and subsequently analyzed offline by trained data analysts. 
Magnetic flux leakage nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of pipelines typically gener­
ates very large amount of data for each inspection. The traditional method involving 
manual inspection of this MFL data can be ver\' time consuming and the performance 
is subject to skills, training, emotional status and level of fatigue of the analyst. Conse­
quently. the gas pipeline inspection industry- is keenly interested in automatic methods 
for analyzing MFL data in order to improve accuracy and decrease turn around time 
between actual pigging and receipt of inspection results [1. 20]. In addition, expectations 
with regard to detection levels are rising ever\' year: the pipeline inspection vendors now 
lO 
aim for detection of defects as shallow as 59c to 10% of the pipe wall thickness. These re­
quirements warrant the need for more sophisticated signal processing methods for MFL 
data analysis. Processing procedures must not only be capable of enhancing the low 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signals in MFL data generated by small corrosion defects 
and meclianical damage in pipelines but should also be adaptive in nature to allow auto­
mated analysis. We presents a new technique for advanced automated preprocessing of 
data gathered from MFL inspection of seamless gas pipelines. The procedure described 
here improve the SNR of the signal, thereby improving the ability of automated defect 
characterization to detect and characterize defects that would othenvise escape detec­
tion. The following section describe the factors that affect the MFL data obtained from 
seamless gas pipelines. 
MFL Inspection of Seamless Pipes 
.A.ppro.\:imately 25% of the gas pipelines inspected in United States are seamless. 
Seamless pipes are usually produced in smaller girths (less than 24 inches): consequently, 
they are commonly found in the collection and distribution ends of the pipeline network. 
Sincc these types of lines are usually located close to populated areas, any failure can 
be potentially catastrophic. It is therefore important that any anomaly in these pipes 
be detected in a timely and accurate manner. 
Seamless pipes are manufactured using a sequence of steps that typically involve a 
series of piercing, rolling and milling operations. The helical nature of these operations 
set the grain of the seamless pipe in such a way that the data obtained from MFL 
inspection of these pipes contain an artifact known as the seamless pipe noise (SPX). 
In general. SPX varies along the axis of the pipe, and looks very similar in shape and 
appearance to the signals generated by defects in pipelines. In fact, seamless pipe noise 
can in some cases completely mask MFL signals from certain type of defects, such as low 
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Figure 6.9 Steps involved in the analysis of MFL data obtained from seam­
less pipes. 
S.N'R signals from shallow corrosion and mechanical damage^. Methods for minimizing 
the effect of SPX and improving the detectability of defect signals in MFL data are. 
therefore, required. The approach presented in the next section addresses the problem 
of SPX and describes a signal processing approach for improving the detectability of 
.MFL signals obtained from the inspection of seamless gas pipelines. 
Approach 
The overall processing algorithm is implemented in three main steps as shown in 
Figure 6.9. The first step involves data normalization where the raw data is processed 
to account for inaccuracies in the data introduced by the measurement system in the 
pig. sources of error and noise include those contributed by variations in sensor liftoff 
and inaccurate Hall elements. The normalized data is then passed through a normalized 
least mean squared (XLMS) adaptive filter to remove SPX from the data. Finally, a 
ZCR based denoising technique is applied to remove the remaining random system noise 
to obtain the final output MFL data. These processing steps are explained in greater 
detail ne.xt. 
^Thc nature and severity of SPN may \'ar>- based on the t\-pe of MFL inspection tool and the method 
u.sed in seamless pipe manufacturing. 
I < 
Data Normalization 
The leakage flux is recorded by an array of Hall-effect probes mounted circumfer-
cntially around the pig. Before ever^' pig run, each sensor in the array is mechanically 
aligned to have a constant lift-off. However, in practice, misalignments between sensors 
result in variations in the baseline level of the MFL signal. These variations in the signal 
level between adjacent sensors contribute to error in MFL data analysis. 
Data normalization involves preprocessing of the .MFL data to compensate for the 
imperfections in the data collection mechanism before denoising techniques can be ap­
plied. The effects of Hall-effect transducers that malfunction during inspection and the 
variations in sensor lift-off alignment are corrected for in this step. Let be the signal 
from the element in the circumferential sensor array on the pig and let .V represent 
the total number of sensors in the array. The signal from a bad sensor is replaced simply 
by interpolating the signals from neighboring sensors, i.e. Si = (s,_i -r .s,>i)/2. Dead or 
had sensors are identified using an outlier detection scheme. If m, is the mean of the 
signal measured by sensor, the lift-off variation between sensors is minimized by. 
Si = s, + di. i = 1. 2. • • • .  .V (6.15) 
where di = rrti — ffi 
and m denotes the median of all the signal means rrii, i == 1. 2. - • •, -V. 
NLMS Adaptive Filtering for SPN cancellation 
The second step in the algorithm employs a normalized least mean square (XLMS) 
adaptive filter for removing the time-varj-ing seamless pipe noise in the data. An adaptive 
filter is capable of adjusting its impulse response appropriately using an algorithm that 
minimizes the error between the filter output and a reference input. We utilize a finite 
impulse response (FIR) filter based on least mean square (LMS) algorithm to implement 
the adaptive system. 
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Figure 6.10 Schematic of the XLMS adaptive SPX rejection system used for 
minimizing noise in MFL data obtained from seamless pipes. 
Figure 6.10 shows a schematic of the adaptive SPX cancellation system. The idea 
underlying the approach is to exploit the correlation properties of the MFL signal gen­
erated by the seamless pipe and the signals due to defects and other artifacts in the 
pipeline. The reference input. Uk. and the primary input, dk. to the adaptive system are 
signals obtained from two MFL sensors in close proximity. We assume that the signal 
statistics change slowly, so that stationarity of the system inputs can be assumed. If rjf. 
is the additive white Gaussian system noise due to on-board electronics and sen.sors. the 
input to the adaptive system can be described as. 
where .•<(; denotes the defect signal, and rj'f.. and At and represent SPX signals and 
system noise, respectively, contained in the data obtained from the two sensors. The 
underlying assumption is that the SPX noise contained in the primary and the reference 
inputs. t]f. and t]',.. are highly correlated with each other, and uncorrelated with the signal 
component, .v*.. In contrast, the system noise components and A'f. are assumed to 
be uncorrelated with each other, and to all other signal components. To determine the 
adaptive filter coefficients using the LMS algorithm, we minimize the total system output 
dk — •'^k + '?*: + Afc 
t A ' U k  =  T J k  + At (6.17) 
(6.16) 
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power, which in this case is the power in the error signal, zk. or the mean-square-error 
(MSE). E[cl]. LMS algorithm provides the filter update equation [1. 72], 
B/t-i-i = Bfc + '2/^ic^k (6.18) 
where B/t and Ut are the vector form of the filter H { z )  in Figure 6.10 and the data input 
respectively, /i is a parameter that controls the convergence rate of the LMS algorithm. 
It is known [1. 72] that when the LMS algorithm converges to the minimum mean 
square error (MMSE) solution, the system output in Figure 6.10 provides the best esti­
mate. r'jf.. of the SPX contained in primary' input dk in the least square sense. In fact, 
the minimization of MSE entails cancellation of correlated components between dk and 
Uk- which in this case is the seamless pipe noise. Consequently, the error signal r/ at the 
output of the noise rejection system provides an estimate of the desired defect signal 
component in the primary input signal. However the uncorrelated system noise. 
passes through and appears at the system output along with the defect signal. The last 
step of this algorithm deals with suppressing this system noise. 
ZCR Denoising 
In the third and final step in the signal processing algorithm, the residual system 
noise at the output of the adaptive noise cancellation system is removed. The ZCR 
based denoising technique"' developed in this dissertation is employed for this purpose. 
The system noise, A^, is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise (AWGX), 
therefore ZCR thresholding approach is well suited for this problem. The denoising is 
applied independently to the filtered MFL data from each sensor. As described earlier, 
the threshold, 
( ,  =  1  =  1 , 2 .  - - . L  
"'For relevance of this work in the dissertation, we assume the first two steps of the algorithm as 
preprocessing for application of the ZCR denoising approach. 
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depends upon the noise characteristics of the data and is estimated from the zero-crossing 
representation of the finest resolution level of the data. Since the noise characteristics 
vary from transducer to transducer and from one pipe to another, the threshold is 
computed adaptively for each MFL transducer. Results obtained from implementation 
of this algorithm to field data are presented in the next section. 
Results and Discussion 
The adaptive noise cancellation scheme was applied to MFL data obtained from three 
soaniless pipes of different SPX signatures. Each pipe had a 0.25 inch wall thickness and 
20 inches diameter. An identical defect set, shown in Figure 6.11a. was machined on 
each pipe. Figure 6.11 shows the processing results obtained from application of the 
algorithm to MFL data obtained from one of these pipes". To further elaborate on the 
results. Figure 6.12 shows the signals obtained by processing the MFL signal acquired 
from an individual sensor (sensor #23 in the data shown in Figure 6.11) at each step 
of the algorithm. Observe that the defect signals are masked by SPX in the raw MFL 
data; however, all the defect signals can be clearly identified in the processed data. When 
l)oth the MFL sensors that provide inputs to the adaptive system pass over a no-defect 
region in the pipe, both Uk and contain only noise. The error output. Sk- in this case 
will contain system noise only, which is removed by the ZCR denoising scheme. This 
situation is illustrated in Figure 6.13. The application of the algorithm to rest of the 
data sets produced very similar results. 
W'e conclude this dissertation in the next chapter where succinct summary of results 
and the contributions made is presented. 
'^For the adaptive noise cancellation structure shown in Figure 6.10, ideally, dk is obtained from the 
MFL sensor passing over a defect and ut from a sensor containing the SPN only. However, in MFL 
pipeline inspection, it is not known a priori which sensor contains only the noise data. To overcome 
this problem, we implement a scheme that dj-namically assigns of the reference signal by choosing d^ 
and Uk from MFL sensors at fixed distance apart from each other. The SPN cancellation algorithm is 
then applied to each sensor while scanning the circumference of the pipe. 
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Figure 6.11 Results obtained from the application of the noise-cancellation 
algorithm (a) Defect layout in the test data (b) Raw MFL data 
(c) Output after SPX cancellation (d) Final denoised signal. 
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Figure 6.12 Line-scans corresponding to sensor 23 in the data image shown 
in Figure 6.11 (a) Primary input, dk (b) Reference input, 
(c) Error output, Sk (d) Final output after ZCR denoising. 
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Figure 6.13 Line-scans corresponding to sensor 63 in the data image shown 
in Figure 6.11 (a) Primary- input, dk (b) Reference input, 
(c) Error output, Sk (d) Final output after ZCR denoising. 
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CHAPTER 7 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
A signal representation based on locations of the signal zero-crossings is described 
in this dissertation. The representation is stabilized by including the first moment of 
the signal between two consecutive zero-crossings. The incorporation of supplementar>-
information in the representation allows the recovery- of the signal from its zero-crossings. 
The signal is reconstructed from its ZCR using the POCS algorithm. 
Summary of Results 
The proposed ZCR has the following salient features: 
Multiresolution 
The ZCR is obtained for a multiresolution approximation of the input signal. This 
implies tliat we can not only represent but also reconstruct the signal at different levels 
of resolution. This feature is attractive in applications such as computer vision since 
the method has substantial similarities to the manner in which visual information in 
processed in human vision system. This is also useful for signal characterization and 
recognition, where, in many situations, it is desirable to analyze the signal at multiple 
resolutions in order to minimize the computational effort. 
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Uniqueness / Completeness 
We have shown that the signal representation is unique using Logan's theorem. We 
do not present an analytic proof for the completeness of ZCR: however numerical results 
indicate satisfacton,' performance. The signal recovery- algorithm converged to the same 
signal irrespective of the choice of the initial starting point in all the cases that were 
considered. 
Time-Invariance 
The ZCR is independent of the shift of the input signal when averaged basis pro­
jection is used for multiresolution decomposition. This is extremely important in signal 
characterization and recognition applications of the representation. 
Signal Recovery 
The major strength of the ZCR is ability to recover the signal from the represen­
tation. The POCS algorithm for signal reconstruction from ZCR is computationally 
cfficiciit and displays strong convergence. Although, the shift-variant version of ZCR 
is computationally more efficient for signal recovery, time-invariance in ZCR can be 
achieved at the expense of additional processing effort. The time-invariant ZCR, in 
general, provides lower reconstruction error and more compact representation. 
The error in signal recovery is generally ver>' small, and the distortion in the re­
constructed signal is primarily due to error in recording the zero-crossing positions for 
ZCR. The signal representation and recovery algorithm technique is flexible and can 
be modified to adapt to different application scenarios. We have successfully applied 
the stabilized ZCR for identification of ultrasonic signals obtained from weld inspection. 
ZCR has also been implemented for multiresolution analysis of images. An automated 
signal denoising technique for MFL XDE data using using ZCR has been developed. 
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Contribution of Work 
The main contributions of this research are outlined below: 
• A new signal representation based on multiresolution zero-crossings of a signal is 
proposed. 
• The original signal is uniquely characterized by the zero-crossing representation. 
The uniqueness of the representation is proved by invoking Logan's theorem. 
• signal recoverj- algorithm from zero-crossing representation is presented. The 
algorithm is a modification of the technique suggested by Mallat for image recon­
struction from edge information. The signal recovery- approach is fast, efficient and 
accurate. 
• The zero-crossing representation is invariant to translation of the input signal. 
Translation invariance is achieved using a basis average technique proposed in this 
work. Basis average approach also improves the accuracy of signal reconstruction 
and results in a more compact zero-crossing representation. 
• Tliis work also proves (Proposition 1) that the averaged basis projection on an 
orthogonal wavelet can be computed using the stationary wavelet transform. This 
reduces the computational effort required for projection on wavelet domain in 
signal recovery algorithm from O (-V~) to O (.V log (.Y)), where .V is the length of 
the original signal. 
• The utility of the representation was demonstrated by employing the concept in a 
number of XDE and other applications. 
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APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
Analysis equations: 
4"^' = \^'^hn-2kSn 
n 
<4" = (A.i) 
n 
Synthesis equation: 
= \ /2^2 f^n-2ks i  +  Qn-lkd-k  
k  k  
where h.  g  are the smoothing and detail analysis filters respectively corresponding 
to an orthogonal wavelet u. 
Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) 
Analysis equation: 
4"^ = ^n-k^n 
n 
i*' = (A.3) 
n  
Synthesis equation: 
^'n ^ (A.4) 
k  k  
The filters h'. g' are obtained by inserting 2' — 1 zeros between the coefficients of the 
filters h and g respectively. 
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Figure A.l Analysis-synthesis scheme for (a) discrete wavelet transform and 
(b) stationary wavelet transform. 
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Proposition 1 
Proposition 1 ^ Let h, g be the synthesis filters corresponding to an orthogonal wavelet 
L'. Let be the set of SWT coefficients obtained from the decomposition of a signal 
f G . and {s,, be the sets of coefficients for N = 2^ possible DWT bases 
corresponding to all circular shifts of f. Then 
1 
l i— (i.d) = (A.5)  
1=1 
where lt'~' and are synthesis operators for SWT and DWT respectively. L is the 
decomposition depth in analysis of f. 
Proof. The DWT Equations A.l and A.2 can be rewritten in terms of sum over the 
filter coefficients as 
n 
4"' = ^^ 9nSn~2k (A-6) 
a 
k k 
where = 0 when {n — k) is odd. 
Similarly the SWT synthesis/analysis equations become. 
n 
n  
k k 
'The reconstruction of a signal from its stationary wavelet transform is numerically equi\-alent to 
average of .V = 2^ synthesized signals obtained from reconstruction using all possible orthogonal bases. 
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Assuming f = want to show 
1 2^ 
§° = — V s° 
" -yL «•" 
1=1 
For L = 1. we need to show 
•^n — ^ («0.n + ^°.n) 
where -^n = X] { -t } 
k 
Applying Equation A.7 to right hand side of Equation A. 11, 
= E 
(A.IO) 
(A.ll) 
(•^0.(n-fc)/2 + •^l.(n-<:)/2) '^9k {d.Q.{n-k)/2 + ^ l.(n-fc)/2) 
5° 
dl 
whore /;? = hk-
Bv induction, for L = I. 
2'-l 
E -^ L 
1=0 
Consider'. 
E4„ 
1=0 
^e{E 
~ «=0 I. k 
2'/2 
2) + (v^) E ^9kd';^.(n-k)r2 
Pt i 
^ \/lhk ( X •^•'.(„-t)/2') + E ^ 9k (E '^Un-k)/2 
1=0 J = 0  
- p ,  indicates the index of p"" orthogonal basis. This basis is identified b\- the path from root to stem 
of the binary space-time localization tree shown in Figtire 5.7 
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k \ •=1' y 
9^-1 
^ {dQ.{n-k)/2 + <^1.(71-A:)/2) 
/ - I  
2'-'-l 
Replacing k = k/2' ^ A: = k/2^ ", • • • (rate-change) 
2'-I 
i = 
1=0 
y2(v^ 
01/2 
I - 1  2 ' - I  
j ^!.(n-A:)/2' 
k/2 ' - i -0  
f y ' - l  
+ I fc)/2' 
A:/2'- 1=0 
9(/-I)/2 
y2(v/2) 
2( / -2) /2  
x/2 
/-3 
A'-' -I 
53 I ^ i X n - k ) / 2 ' - ^  
k/2 ' - -  \  '=0 
/2'-2-1 
53 9k/2 ' -^  I  53  ^i .{n-k) /2 ' - -
fc/2'-3 V J=0 
+ 
^ ^ 53 K.(n-A:)/2 + '^l.(n-fc)/2) 
k/2 ' - '  
= f 53 ' '^n-k + 53 s[r%~-, 
\  k k /  k  
+ 9k "n-*  + + 
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An example for the proof of proposition 1 { L  =  2 )  
where 
+ -52,71 + -^l.n + -^a.n] (A.12) 
'O. n  
' l . n  
s. 2, n  
'3.n 
= V^/lfc.S5 /2 + 2 ^  ^9kd 0 . { n - k ) / 2  
k  k  
k  
= 2 V^/lfc-Si („_;t)/2 + - "^9kd\^(n-k)/2 
k  k  
k  
— - ^^^fc'^2.(n-fc)/2 + - V^<7fcC/5 („_fc)/2 
fc *: 
kdo.{n-k)/2 
k  
= 2 2^V^/ifc4( r.-A:)/2 + 2 *:^3.(n-fc)/2 
fc <: 
(A. 13a) 
(A.13b) 
(A. 13c) 
(A. 13d) 
Equation A. 13a + Equation A. 13c 
0 , 0  
•''O.n •^2.n = 2v^5: 
+ ^ /2^/2 < 
{ S o . ( n - k ) / 2  + •52.(ri-<:)/2) +9k (c'o.(n-A:)/2 + '^i(n-*:)/2) 
_2 ®0.(n-*:) j2 °0.(a--fc) 
^^9k {do,(Ti-k)/2 +'^I.(n-A:)/2) 
rf' 
9kdQ_(^n-k) (A.14) 
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Similarly Equation A. 13b + Equation A.13d 
+ y/2y/2< 
{ ^ l , ( n - k ) / 2  ^ 3 , ( n - k ) / 2 )  ' ^ 9 k  ( f ^ T . ( n - f c ) / 2  +  ^ . ( n - k ) / ^ )  
'l.(n-i) ''T.(n-i) 
^^9k {dQ,[n-k)/2 +'^'.(n-fc)/?) 
d' 
"o.Cn-t) 
— 2\/2 ^  ^ 5fc^0.(r.-A:) (A.15) 
it k  
Adding Equations A. 14 and A.15 
2 - - 1  
= 2\/2 ^  /ifc (^o.tn-A-) + <7i- (d^.in-k) + '^I.(n-*:))+-i^5*:rfo.(n-fc) 
k  k  k  
Let k = k/2^ 
= 2V/2 
1=1 
•J--1 
1=1 
(-^O.Cn-t)/-' + -^T.Cn-fc)/?) + ^ ^9k/2 -fc)/2 + '^T.(n-A:)/2^ 
A.V2 A:/2 
Interpolate the first term above 
2 -  - 1  
= 
1=1 
•2\/2v/2 IE /45o.(„-t) + E sldl^n-k) 1 + E ^°^"o.(„-/i-) 
It t J fc 
= 4^-° 
Which is what we set out to show. 
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APPENDIX B PROJECTOR ON THE SET OF 
ZERO-CROSSING REPRESENTATION 
Consider a discrete signal f { n )  E  R''. Let {Z( / ) .S( / ) }  be the zero-crossings repre­
sentation of f{n) as defined in section 3. Let F C denote the set containing all the 
sequences in having the zero-crossings representation {Z(/).S(/)}. It was shown in 
section 3 that the set T is closed convex. 
Let Z be the number of zero-crossings in the sequence f { n )  6 E''. Xote that the 
subsequence a,(rt)- " ^  [~i- associated with ever>' pair of zero-crossing (c,, i = 
1 .  2 .  •  •  • .  Z  —  1 also forms a closed convex' set. .-li- For any given sequence 3 , ( n )  in . 
tlie object here is to find a projector Pp that associates a sequence 7,(n) G F closest to 
This projector is used in the algorithm for recoven.' of f(n) from its zero-crossings 
rei)rPsontation. {Z(/).S(/)}. Therefore, for the estimation error 6,(«) = "iC") — 
we want to minimize. 
-V .V 
n = l  n = I  
based on the following constraints: Let c, and be two consecutive zero-crossings of 
/(;{)• where s, is the corresponding sum of the sample values between the zero-crossings 
c, and Without loss of generality, gissume .s, > 0. Then the projection operator Pp 
on the ZCR set must satisfy the conditions. 
n  r i  
' Note that F is an intersection of .4;. i = 1,2. • • -, Z and thus it also forms a closed convex set in 
(intersection of convex sets is also convex). 
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7 , (n )  =  5 , (n )  +  e i { n )  >0  V  n  
where n  G and i  =  1 , 2 .  •  •  • ,  Z  —  I .  The problem thus reduces to minimizing 
^ |e,(n)|" for each pair of consecutive zero-crossings, [zi, 2,+ i]. such that. 
n n  
e<(") > -7,(n) V n 
w i t h  n  E  [ c £ ,  i  =  1 .  2 ,  • • • .  Z  —  1  
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
where are locations of any two consecutive zero-crossings in the ZCR. 
Considering the i''' zero-crossing episode [r,, ^ ,+ i] with index n = 1.2. •••..¥. the 
constrained optimization problem can be cast as. 
fi = minimize ^ " |€„| 
n—z.  
subject to 
^ ( 7 n + ^ n )  —  
n 
"t n "I" ^ 0- n = 1. 2. • • • . 
-Applying Lagrange duality theorem (LDT). 
(B.3) 
(B-4) 
(B.5) 
H. = max min |e„|" + u 0i.03. ->0f°g:s-v 53 ("'n + fn) — + ^ ^n(7„ + fn) (B.6) 
Thus tlie minimization problem" on hand becomes. 
t i  . t 2 . ^  
"Note that now it is an unconstrained relation. 
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According to LDT [36], if is the optimal solution then there exist ii°. 
such that minimizes the function = /(ci, e2:e,v, 0i. ^ 2; •••• i-e. 
'H = fi°en + + dn''fn minimized 
Solving for 
a n  _  d f i - )  
den de^ 
= 0 
2 e „ + ^ °  +  0 : ^  = 0  
u hicli provides the solution to the constrained minimization problem as. 
e„ = n  =  I . 2 .  -  •  •  . N  (B.7) 
Xow if {e^}j^_iis the solution to equation B.6. such that 
y~! hn +  ^ n )  ~  + ^  iln + ^ n) =0. where > 0. G R 
Considering the 3 term above, if = 0. from equation B.7. 
with 7„ + e° >0 
otherwise {9^ > 0). + e° = 0. or 
Combining the above two equations and replacing — ^ = A, we get, 
e: = < (B.8) — I n  < ^  
~7n- — I n  ^ ^  
The value of A is determined by the condition given in Equation B.l [43]. The 
inequalities in above equation are reversed for Si < 0. 
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